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Part I. BACKGROUND
General Characteristics of Country and People

PERU, THE FOURTH LARGEST COUNTRY. in South
.tmeica, stretches approximately I,40o miles along the north- central
Pacific coast of the continent. The country's total area, counting its
q islands in the Pac.ific Ocean, is over 500,000 square miles.
Continental Peru is divided geographically into three natural
subdivisions, designated as the cosh/ (coast), where Lima, the capital,

:.nd seaports are located; the sierra (Mountains), or the zone of the
Andean cordillera; and the Netra (jungle), or the forested eastern
region of the mountains, which occupies approximately two-thirds
of the total national territory.
These subdiv?;ions differ greatly in their physical, cultural, and
economic aspects. The costa, with roughly 11 per6ent of the total
land, has 25 percent of the nation's population; the sierra, with 27
percent of the land, has around 6;2 percent : and the sel ra rtnnprising
:itproximately 62 percent of the land, has only 13 percent of the
population.

This jungle area is largely underdeveloped and only

partially explored.

The single largest racial group are pure-blooded Indians, who
comprise about 46 percent of the total Peruvian population. The
rest of the population is distributed as follows: 37 percent mestizo

(mixed Indian and Caucasian strains); 15 percent of European
descent ; and approximately 2 percent Negroes and oientals. Thirty live percent of the population speak only Quechua or Aymarti, the
two main Indian languages. Spanish. the Acid language of the

nation, is spoken by only 46 percent of the people, and various
dialects by the remainder.
Preliminary figures front the 1961 census estimated Peru's total
population as 10,36-1,620 inhabitants. More than 60 percent. of the
population is engaged in agriculture and over 18 percent in manufacturing,i
The present Constitution, Ivhi()t was promulgated in 1933, designates Peru as a demo&atic republic. Economic, social, and individual
1
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rights are specifically enumerated, and freedom of the press, religion,

and assembly are guaranteet. The Constitution vests the power
the National Government in three branches: executive, legislative,
and judicial.
The President of the Country is elected by direct vote for 6 years.
He must be a Peruvian by birth, over 35 years of age. The Deputies
and Senators, who also must be Peruvians by birth, are elected for
6 years. The Deputies, who represent the Provinces, must be
years of age; and the Senators, elected by the departments, nuist
at least 35.
The Government is highly centralized and the principal adminis
trative officials, both national and departmental, are appointed by
the President. The main political subdivisions of the Republic are

departments or States (each with its own capital), Provinces, and
districts. There are 23 departments and the Constitutional Province
of Callao, 135 Provins, and 1.259 districts. Lima, the political and
cultural capital of the nation, covers over 40 square miles, and with
a population of more than 1 million, is the sixth ,largest city in South
America pnd the major industrial zone of Peru.

Educational Development
The history of education in Peru follows the same 1.7sneral pattern
as in the other Latin American republics and covers three distinct
periods: Inca, Colonial, and National.
During the Inca period, Cuzco was the renter of learning, and
public instruction was reserved to the sons of the nobility who were
taught the Quechua language, religion. government, history, law, and
,science. The common people were trained in occupationii and trades.
The Spanish colonizers started their system of education with the

same objectives as the Inca system. Taught by the church,,elementary education included elements of rending, writing, arithmhtic,
morality, and religion. Designed for the upper classes, secondary
education was a combination of secondary and university study in
Latin, law, and 'theology. During this. period the Universities, of
San Marcos (1551). San Antonio del Cuzco (1598), and San Cristobal
-.,
de Huamanga (1667) were founded.

In 1821, Peru proclaimed its independence from Spain, and
education began to receive more attention.- n 189.2. Jos6 de San
Martfp decreed the founding of a normal. schllbl in Lima where the
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iincaster system,' the so-called monitorial plan, was put into
i.ractice. Three years later, in 1825, Simon I3olivar decreed that this

stem be extended throughout the Republic. He ordered the estabiliment of a university in Trujillo and a normatschool in the capital
.-ity of, each department. In the same year, the decree establishing

he University of Arequipa was issued. A furtheedecree in 1825
iilietentiated bet won elementary and secondary education. During
I lie early years of the national period of Peru a number of.secondary
-ihools were established, and the Gob yio do Edueandas (Secondary
School for Girls), the first secondary school for girls of all social
classes, was opened in Cuzco.

A decree of 1833 created a Department of Elementary Education.
in Lima. to administer and direct elementary education. The department, continued to use the Lancaster system, prohibited the

collection of fees from students, established public dnd private
examinations, abolished coeducation, provided bonuses for
excellence in teaching, and set a time schedule for the schools. However, little actual improvement was effected.
semester

The Constitution of 1828 had authorized Congress to formulate
-eneral plans for public education and to promote advancement in
the arts and sciences. It directed the departments of the Republic
to encourage public education and to guarantee elerrientary education
to all citizens. Absence of a strong pedagogical orientation, inefficient

administration of school funds, and general political unrest in the
country all combined, however, to forestall the actual fulfillment of
the laws on public education authorized by the Constitution.
In view of the need for reform in public education, under the
leadership of President Ramon Castilla, a new regulation was issued
in 1850 to centralize the direction and control of all public education

and to establish a division between public and private
At the same time three levels of education were distinguished: elementary, secondary, and university. The normal
in

education.

school at Lima became the Central Normal School and other normal
schools were set up in each department's capital.
In 1855, another general regulation created the University Council
for ,the direction of higher education in Peru, and established identical instruction for boys and for girls in the lower schools. Teachers
were brought from France for certain Peruvian institutions of higher

In 1861, the University of San Marcos was made the
center of university activity for the entire Republic. The faculties
educajion.

Under this system, the teacher Instructed the monitors, who in turn instructed the
It became very popular. since a large number of children could be taught

students.

by a single teacher.

lr
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of ecclesiastical science, law, medicine, mathematics, natural science,

philosophy and letters, and political economy were established a
San Marcos.

However, not until the administration of President Jose Pracio

(1904-8) did the National Government actually assume the responsi-

bility, for the administration and direction of education in Peru.
new law in 1905 brought a revision of public education. It reemphasized the centralization of elementary education under the
4 National Government, removing it from control of the municipal
councils; established free and compulsory education; reorganized the

General Department of Education (set up in 1836) ; established a
system of school supervision at the national level; and appropriated
funds for elementary education. Teachers' salaries and school materials were to le provided by the Government.
The Organic Law of Education of 1920 initiated steps toward new

developments for a more st-able and effective system of public education, particularly in administration, finance, organization, school
attendance, and quality and methods of teaching. A constitutional
amendment in the same year required that at least one elementary and
one secondary school be established for each sex in each district and
provincial capital.
A congressional committee on education reported kin 1940 that less
than 5 percent of the articles of the law of"1920 were in force, and
that the nation still remained without an effective educational system.
It may be noted that from 1822 through 1920 many laws, decrees
and regulations were enacted, but the lack of the proper articulation

and continuity of effort in educational matters, plus the lack of
financial resources, impeded the implementation of such laws and
therefore the development of education in Peru. However, the
frequency of so many changes in laws may also be looked upon as a
sign of unusual activity and constant desire to improve the Peruvian
system of education in spite of the many problems involved.
Although in 1941 a new Organic Law of Public Education was
passed, positive steps toward implementation were not taken until
the end of World War ILI with the assistance of the U.S. Government. The law of 1941, which is the basis for Peruvian education

today, brought vital educational developments in the Republic.
Elementary education became more industrial in nature and rural
education more agricultural, but common to both were general education subjects of the elementary school program. Secondary education
for both boys and girls, became general and technical and was divided
into commercial, industrial, and agricultural programs. In some of
the secondary schools, vocational departments were added t( the

BACKGROUND

aditional academic offerings.

Detailed programs. of study, inluding teachers' guides for the various levels of education, were
,.repared and distributed throughout the Republic. Under the 1941
law, schools were required to teach history, geography, civics, and
cligion in the Spanish language, and these subjects were to be taught
by Peruvian nationals.
Fundamental'education was made compulsory to the age of 40 and
called

for the incorporation of the Indian population into the

national life through educational channels. Teacher-training centers
were set up and traveling units were organized in rural areas to teach
sanitation, animal husbandry, farming, and the like.
The law.also provided for the organization of Patronatos Escolaxee 2 to promote social, cultural, and economic cooperation with
the school, by the home and the community, but with the provision
that the Patronatos would not participate in technical and administrative matters, or in the selection or dismissal of teachers.
The autonomy of the universities and other institutions of higher

learning in the nation was guaranteed, and their annual subsidies
allotted by the Government were legally fixed in the education section
of the national budget.
In 1948, the President of the Republic, General Manuel A. Odria,
created a Fondo de Educaciint Nacional (National Education Fund)
,for the construction of school buildings to serve as a basis of a reorganization of the educational system in Peru. Also, in 1948, the

work of General Juan Mendoza, who became Peruvian Minister of
Education in that year, was a notable contribution in modernizing

Peru's public school system, on the pattern of what he had seen
carried out in some rural areas of the country with U.S. asijstance.
During his first 2 years in the Ministry, school enrollments increased
by 150,000 and the educational budget had an even greater proportional increase.
In February 1950, a 10-year Plan de Educackin Nacional del Peni
(Plan of National Education of Peru) was initiated for the development of education in five major areas: (1) Indian communities
expansion of the nucleon escolaret (discussed later under rural education) ; (2) rural villagescreation of a system of primer grado
( incomplete, or lower, elementary) schools and prevocational training

centers; (3) urban centersestablishment of escuelas primariaw compietas (complete elementary schpols) and an increase of academic,
industrial, commercial and agricultural schools; (4) capitals of each
'These organtlftions, which corsespond somewhat to U.S. parent-teacher's associations, are autonomous groups composed of teachers and parents who assume a great
share of the general responsibility for pupil health and school welfare.
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departmentcreation of more urban and prevocational

elemental

schools and the organization of the grander; unidades eecolaree (large
school centers), similar in organization to a compreherisive hig.i
school (described under secondary education); and (5) other areasexpansion of the normal schools, military institutes, and universit*.
The 1950 plan started a coordinated effort for the development of
new curricula, textbooks, teaching procedures, methods, and training
personne

In 1957, a national survey of the Peruvian educational system
( Imenta
de la Realidad Educativa del Periz) was completed.
which ppraised the programs, courses, examinations, textbooks,
teacher certification, teacher training, and inser\ice training. Thp
results and recommendations of this survey have served as a basis

for the implementation of various aspects of the 1950 plan.
Despite these efforts, advancement in public education has been
hampered by recurrent political and social disturbances, which have'
been frequent throughout Peruvian history.

Administration and Finance
The. Ministry of Public Education is the official body responsible
for education throughout dm Republic of Peru. The Peruvian Con-

stitution states' that education is the responsibility of the state.
Under law, the Minister of Education exercises jurisdiction over
all public and private education, with the exception of the univer-

sities, which are autonomous, and various independent schools under
the jurisdiction of other ministries. He is appointed by the President of the Republic and serves for an indefinite term.
The Minister of Education presides over the Consejo Nacional de
Educaci4in (National Council on Education); which is also appointed
by the President. The Consejo, composed of seven members representing the various levels of education, has important advisory functions in formulating national education policy.
Under the Minister is a general director to whom the head directors in the six regional areas of the country are responsible. Under
these are the provincial and district inspectors who administer elementary, rural, secondary, vocational and normal school education.
Official programs are formulated by the pedagogical departments in
the regional offices and approied by the National Council on Education. The programs are compulsory in both public and private

7
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chools and are enforced by the inspectors. Other directorates in
he Ministry are concerned with school property and construction,
supplies, statistics, examinations, personnel, and other administrative
details.

The Ministry of Education, through its Department of Inspection
and Private Schools, controls all private schools. In general, they
are required to follow the official plans and study programs of the
public schools, but enjoy a degree of autonomy under the national
system of education. Under certain conditions, the Government also
authorizes grants for private schools.
The Ministry plans the education section of the national budget
and allots the funds for educational expenditures by departments,
provinces and districts. All school funds come from the educational
budget. There is no provincial, district, or departmental income.
According to a Government report, since the mid-1950's education
has been the largest item in the national budget, with national defense next.

The following figures are the percentages of the total national
budget expended on education for the years shovrn.3
Year

Percent

Year

Percent

1955
1958
1957
1958

13.87
14.41
15.10
14.86

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

16.84
17.36
18.00
19.00
20.70

3 For the years 1955-60, lee Roca. Pablo. "Costos de la Educacion," La Eduoaelda,
21 23. Washington, D.C.: Pan American Colon. 1981. P. 53; for 1960-63, see
el
Minixterlo de Edueacidn P8bliea. Informe Bobre el Desarrolio de to Bducacion
Nos

Persi Durant.. el .4flo 1981

Lima, 1063. Pp. 93-94.

Part II. EDUCATIONAL LEVELS
Preprimary Education
PRESCHOOL EDUCATION for children from 4 to 6
years of
age is coeducational and provided

in kindergartens, which generally
are adjuncts to urban elementary schools.
The program for 4-year-old children includes
singing, dancing,
drawing, and games, and for those 5
years old, safety precautions,
handwork, oral expression, hygiene, and outdoor
activities.
Children 6 years of age attend clases de
traiisici4n
(transition
classes), whose purpose is to establish liaison
between preschool and
elementary education. The 1-year transition
classes are offered in
kindergartens and in many elementary schools.
cludes language (oral, writing, and reading), The program insimple arithmetic,
manual activities, drawing, music, moral and religious
instruction,
and social habits.

Curriculum and syllabuses for all preprimary schools
are issued
by the Ministry of Education. Instruction,
as
well
as
meals,
clothing, and toys,

are free.
Although the 1941 Organic Law of Education required
the establishment of kindergarten in all urban
areas, in 1959 there were only
242 kindergartens located in the larger towns of
departments and
Provinces. In 1962, the Ministry of
Education reported 298 preschool establishments in the Republic, with

total enrollment of

32,217 children.

Elementary Education
The Public Law of Education of 1941, modified in 1943, stipulates that elementary education (usually called
in Peru), is free and compulsory for children primary education
the ages of
7 and 16, o,rtWil completion of the sixth yearbetween
of the elementary
school. Ite lawis not strictly enforced because of the employment
8
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f children in agricultural work, apathy of parents, the low standard
.f living of the Indian population, long distances between the school
md the home, the lack of qualified teachers and their ignorance of
he Indian languages. Elementary education is also compulsory for
illiterates over 16 and under 40 years of age.

In Peru, the school year is from April to December with a 15-day
midyear vacation in August. Children attend from 5 to 6 hourg'
dray.
Public elementary school children receive textbooks and
school supplies free of charge. Depending on the location and environment, elementary schools are classified as urban (which may be
either public, private, or feralizada4 4) or rural.
Prior to 1951, elementary education comprised 7 yearsthe transition year plus 6 years of elementary schooling. A Government
decree dated August 1, 1951,5 eliminated the sixth year of the program, since it was considered to be a repetition of the fifth year.
Urban Schools

Urban elementary schools comprise two grado8 (grades, or levescuela8 de primer grculq ("first grade" schools) also called
emelcut primaria incompleta8 (incomplete primary schools), consisting of, 3 years for children 7 to 11 years old, and escuelas de
Regina() grado ("second grade" schools) comprising 2 years for
els) :

children between 11 and 13 years of age.

The subjects included in the elementary school program are arithmetic, art, language, manual activities, moral and religious instruction, health, and physical education. Premilitary and prevocational
subjects are taught in the fourth and fifth grades.
The main purpose of urban elementary prevocational education
is to prepare students who are not continuing on to secondary
schooling for a gainful occupation, i.e., it is terminal training for

the majority pf children in urban and rural areas. In addition,
prevocational education serves to discover students' aptitude for academic ot vocational secondary education. Industrial claSses are given
in the urban schools and agricultural in the rural schools. In 1962, '
there were 445 prevocational urban and rural schools having 3,091
teachers and a total enrollment of 132,181 students.
riscalleades (State supervised schools) are required by law to be established by agricultural, mining. Industrial, or other enterprises, whose employees form a
population center including more than at) school age children. If more than 20 illiterate adults are employed, classes must be conducted for them. Attendance Is free of
charge.
State supervised schools must follow the oMcial programs of study.
Mendosa Rodrigues, Juan. Nuevo Poteacial pars la Rducseiths Persona. Lima:
The Waisted°, 1956. P. 157.
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According to the report of the Ministry of Public Education I
presented in August 1963 at the Third Interamerican Conference of
Ministers in Bogota, Colombia, over 1,400,000 children (6-14 years,
were enrolled in the elementary schols in Peru in 1961, as follows:
Total

1,462,642

Transition year
First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year

483,571
303,298
233,679
186,052
143,016
112_026

Table 1 shows the increase of school popolat ion
total population in Peru during the years 1906-60.

to 111,

Table 1.Total population and school population of Peru:
Selected years 1906-60
r

1906
1910
1915
1918

M:II !lipid:Oi(/II
(in

111011,41114k

_

1920 ..
1925
1930
1931
1935
1940
1945
1950
1955

_

_

19410

h.r.Viliage

Seboi )1
14

3,617
3,907
4,091
4,265

__
_

1

ipt11:11

I if

.1 pupil 1:11 Oil

i

4.16
3.85
4.06
4.14

1541,54)6

146.408
165.724
176,689

4.397
4,764
5.186
5.278
5.669

23)482
32.016

6,207

565,932

6.8718

79:1,751

7.535
8,315
9.720

1.127.64)5

195.701

4.45
4.96
8.33
6.65

351,057
465.274

821
9.12
10.29

1.019.177

13.41

13.56
14.40

x 1,401,016

I Not Including university echoed population
2 Estimated.
Source of data : Vega, Aristides "Problenins dc In Eduencion Nacional "
E1 Comercio
(Supplement) Lima: December IJOI. P 0 7.

A Ministry of Education report 7 showed the percentage of children of ages 6-14 seeking elementary education for the years 1950-

62 was as follows:
Year

Percentage

Year

Percentage

63.72
64.01
62.91
62.27

1957
1958
1959

06.83
_ _ 68.85
__
71.09
71.28

1950
1951
1952
1953

o AlinIsterio de EducaciOn Pnblien
Para Durunte el .6Ao 1961. 1' 40
Ibid.

19641

In!ormx Rowe el newt:p.(410 de

fn

E4ucuel6n en el
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1954
1955
1956

.

.
.

63.33
_ 64.50
_ 67.09
_

.

.

1961
1962

Ths

11

.____ 72.93
.

_ _ _ t 73.68

Rural Schools

There is no great distinction between rural and urban schools in
Peru, other than that rural schools include those in urban districts
where the people are mainly engaged in agricultural pursuits. Rural
schools are mostly "first grade" or incomplete schools offering the

transition year and the

first.

3 years of the elementary school

program.

In 1961, a change in the law required all elementary schools to
offer the complete 5-year program, if the enrollment would justify
doing so. The final 2 years of the program are devoted to academic
subjects, or to agricultural and vocational preparation. For reasons
previously indicated, this law has not been completely enforced.
Rural schools are classified, according to the local needs of the
community, in various types: the nucleon emolares campe8inos
(rural community schools) ; escuelaa unidocentes (one-teacher
schools) ; escuelas rurales prevocacionale8 (rural prevocational
schools) ; and escuela8 bilingues de la 8elva (bilingual schools of
the jungle).
The nucleon e8colares campesino4,introduced in Peru in 1946, have
been established in major Indian communities. The nucleon consist
of an acuela central (central school) offering the complete elementary school program, and 15 to 20 escuela8 8eccionales (sectional
schools) offering the first 3 years of elementary schooling. The
schools provide instruction in farming, gardening, sanitation, arithmetic, shopwork, and the regional language of the Indians, as well

as literacy classes, vocational trainink, and extension work. The
central school, which is the headquarters of the director of the school
and its supervisors for health, agriculture, and literacy, administers,
supervises, and coordinates all-the operations of the sectional schools.

In 151, there were 22 micleo8 and 320 sectional schools in the
Cuzco-Puno district of the Sierra, with enrollment of 37,000 Quechua- and Aymarti-speaking Indian children. By the end of 1962,

73 nucleon were operating in the Sierra, representing a total of
2,416 schools with 5,424 teachers and enrollment of 219,738 students.
Eseuelas unidocentes (one-teacher schools) or minim° type schools,

are established in rural districts having at least 30 school-age children. These schools follow the same program as those of the regular

12
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Students are usually arranged in three groups for 2 yearn
of study beyond the transition classes. After completing the 3 years
of rural schooling, they can transfer to a regular elementary school.
The,pne-teacher schools are now being converted into schools offerschools.

ing the full elementary school program and staffed with several
teachers, or they are being incorporated with the nicleos e8colaree.
&cue las ruralee prevocacionales are mostly "first grade" or incomplete elementary schools, established in rural areas, stressing the

teaching of agriculture. Like those in urban communities, rural
prevocational schools prepare students for a trade or occupation.
Escitelas bilingiies de la aelva are located in the jungles where

Indian children are taught in both their native language and in
Spanish. The native language is the medium of instruction and
Spanish is used as a second language. Farming, native crafts, sanitation, and similar subjects are included in the program, as well as
training for illiterate adults. Teachers in these schools are required
to know the language of the community.

Special Education

There is no compulsory law for the mentally deficient children in
Peru. Some of the physically, mentally and socially handicapped
children attend free semiboarding special schools, while others enroll
in the regular schools. In general, these children are taught such
trades as shoemaking, bookbinding, embroidery, and dressmaking.
In 1962, there were nine schools for special education: three for

the blind and deaf, two for mentally deficient, two for physically
handicapped, one for the socially unadjusted, and one for indigent
mothers.

A report' on special education submitted to UNESCO by the
Ministry of Education states that in 1958, of a total population of
1,083,260 school-age children, about 4 percent were mentally deficient.

Secondary Education
The Directorate of Secondary Education, under the Ministry of
Public Education, is responsible for the administration and supervision of all academic secondary schools in Peru.
S UNESCO/International Bureau of Education.
Mentally Deficient Children, p. 197.

Organisation of Special Education for
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According to the law (No. 10263) of October 27, 1946, every
Peruvian adolescent. has a right to free secondary education. In
1957, the aims, structure and curriculums of secondary' education
were redefined by decree. However, the reform of secondary education started in 1948. At that time the Co legit) National de Nueetra
Senora de Guadalupe (Our Lady of Guadalupe National Secondary
School), a boy's school, was turned into an experimental school to
serve as a laboratory where the new curriculums, syllabuses, and
organization were being tested. The reform has been applied pro-

gressively to all secondary schools, and in 1957 the first-year programs

in all the secondary schools of the nation were following the new
curriculums on an experimental basis.

In 1960, the reorganization of the first cycle of the secondary
school was completed, and the reorganization of the second cycle
started. The main objective is to coordinate academic, prevocational,
and vocational education at the secondary school level.
For admission to the general secondary school, the student must
be between 12 and 16 years of age. in good health, must have success-

fully completed the elementary school program, and have de onstrated good behavior. There is no special examination for adm' n
to the secondary schools.
Four tests of student progress are given bimonthly by the teacher
on the subject matter covered during each period. The final promotional examinations cover the work of the whole year. In the
academic secondary, vocational, and normal schools, the examinee
who fails three subjects in the final examinations may take exdmenes
de aplazados (makeup examinations), but to be promoted to the next
year he must attain a passing mark in two of these subjects.
The grading system for the secondary schools is as follows:
5 reprobado (fnllure)
8-10 malo (poor)
11-17 bum) (good)
18-20 sobresaliente (excellent)

A general average of 11 is required for passing a subject. The grades
are generally reported in words rather than in numbers and alterations or erasures in a record are forbidden.

The school year extends from the beginning of April to midDecember, and comprises 270 schooldays, with 51/2 days per week and
15 days' vacation at midyear.
Educaci4n. secundaria conuin (general secondary education) is
provided in colegios nacianales (national secondary schools), colegioa
particularee (private secondary schools), and grandee unidadee eaeolarres (large school units), and in evening schools.
The gran unidad escolar (large school center), developed under the

14
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1950 National Education Plan, is a Peruvian attempt at a comprehensive type of high school. These centers, which have been estab
fished in many parts of the nation, offer academic secondary, tech
nical, commercial and agricultural education in accordance with the
characteristick .and needs of each region, and the last 2 years of the
elementary school. The gran unidad includes a series of buildings
grouped jin a large unit, housing the various types Of schools, the
staff residence, shops, manual training installations, laboratories,
libraries, study and music rooms, and assembly halls. The centers
offer training for students who expect to enter universities, and
terminal-technical:vocational education for those who expect to end
their education at the secondary level. Admission is based on an
S
entrance examination.The 1950 plan called for 30 centers for boys and 25 for girls; and
by 1960, 26 centers for boys and 10 for girls had been established.
The general secondary school program comprises 5 years and is
divided into two cycles. The first, de/own-tun (basic cycle), covers
3 years of study of general educatiOn subjects for all students. The
second, ciclo de eapecializariOn (specialization cycle) covers 2 years,
subdivided into letters and science, with certain general subjects for
either specialization. Upon the successful completion of the full

program and after passing the official examinations given by the
Ministry of Education, the student receives the Certificado de Education Secundaria Comp leta (Certificate of Completion of Secondary
Studies), which is required for those wishing to continue on to higher
education.
Prior to 1959, the secondary school program was divided into two

cycles (3/2), with specialization in arts, science, or com -ercio adminixtracMn (business administration).
The 5 -year general secondary school program shown in table 2
was established by Resolution No. 127 on April 1957 and modified
by Resolutio aA
.'os. 32 and 29 of February 20, 1958 and February 2,
1959, respec ively.

.

In 1960, there were 181 public secondary schools, 306 private and
46 eveping, of which 42 were national; 2 municipal and 2 operated

as demonstration centers by the Universities of San Marcos and
I

Trujillo. General secondary school enrollment was estimated at
approximately 158,000 students.
Unlike most other Latin American educational systems, in Peru the
bachillerato (bachelor's diploma) is not granted upon completion of
the academic secondary school program. The barhillerato program
generally comprises 2 years of postsecondary (Andy in preparation
for certain university programs. Some universiies, however, now
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Fable 2.Number of hours a week, per subject, in 5-year
general secondary schools, by school year: 1963
t Indicates course not given)
Year
Basic course
1st

Total

88

38

Anatomy. physiology and hygiene
1rt education and manual arta
Botany and zoology (general)
Civics
Directed studies and educational activities__
Elements of physics and chemistry
Foreign language

Guidance

History of Peru
History of Peruvian boundaries

3d

2d

38

4th

5th

30-24

28-28

2

3

8-2
8

3
1

1

a

8

Introduction to philosophy (logics and
ethics)
Mathematics
Peruvian and world geography
Physical education
Political economy
Premilliary training or domestic +wiener

2

2

2

a
2
1

4

4th
Arts
course
8

2

5th
Science
course

Chemistry
General biology

history of Peruvian culture
Literary readings
Physics
Solid geometry and trigonometry
Survey of geography and social science
Survey of mathematics
Survey of Spanish
Survey of world history

2
1

Spanish and Spanish literature
World history

Total

4

4

Psychology
Religion

Specialization 1

2

5-5
a

14

Arts
course

Science
course

10

14

a

3

4
8

3

a
4
4

4

4

4

4

The specialization subjects listed here for the 4th and 5th years are in addition to

those listed for the 4th and 0th years under the basic course.
Source of data : Translated and adapted from the Ministerlo de EducaciOn Pnblica.
teforine Sabre el Desurrulto de la Educacios en el Peri Darante ei auto 1951. Appendix.
Lima, 1903.

offer 4 or 5 years of study upon completion of which the student
receives the bachelor's degree.

The escudo vespertine. (evening schools) and the &mimics,/
nocturnas (night schools) follow a special (6 years) secondary
school program adapted to the needs of the students.
The study of English was declared to have great importance in
dPeru's economic, social and cultural relations, and in 1944 becanie
obligatory as a basic subject in all the public and private secondary
schools of the Republic. The Curse de Ingle,. (English course), a
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textbook prepared by the Peruvian-North American Cultural Institute and published by the Ministry of Public Education, was adopted
as the official English text for all the schools. Some private schools
teach English beginning with the lower grades.
The number of graduates by level and type of schools in Peru
in 1961 was as follows 9:

Graduates
Types of Schools

Level

Total

Elementary
Secondary
Vocational
Normal ( teacher

training).

Men

Women

1041.235

20,433
2,008
1,148

519

Private

I'ublic

15,048
7,25o

87,794

Mb

134

State
supervised
3,393

1:1.183
1,944

Private Education
Under pie specific framework of the 1941 Organic Law of Education, all private schools are ttpder the jurisdiction of the Section of
Private Schools in the Ministry of Public Education. Private elementary schools are required to admit free of charge 7 percent of

the children enrolled in the schools. The Ministry approves all
school fees, and authorizes, under certain conditions, Government

grants to private schools.
With the exception of a few special schools, all private schools
are required to follow the official plans and programs prescribed by
the Ministry and to conform to the requirements established by the
Organic Law of Education. By law, only I ivians may teach
Peruvian history, geography, civics, and any oth . subject which
may be required by the Ministry. All instruction i these subjects

must be in Spanish. The Spanish language must
taught by a
Peruvian or a Spanish national.
Private secondary school graduates must take th official final
examinations prescribed by the Ministry to receive the secondary
school certificate.
Idluleterlo de Educaelon PAblica. Informs Sabre el DesarroDe de Is Education en

el Perd Durant/ el Lib Mt. P. 23.
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Private schools, some of which are accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools in the United States, have been
established in Peru by North American, German, and British private
citizens, companies, and various religious denominations. Such
schools supplement activities of the Peruvian not ional .,:yste on the
elementary and secondary levels, as shown in table 3.

Vocational Education
The Department of Technical Education is responsible for vocatoinal and technical education at the elementary level, as previously
explained, and at the secondary level. The main objective of technical education is to prepare technicians and to give them a general
cultural background. Curriculums, programs of study, course con-

tent, and other administrative matters are under the direct supervision of the department.

Vocational secondary education is provided in industrial and
technical schools, agricultural institutes, and commercial institutes,
admission to
vocational schools is highly competitive. Contpletion of the 6-year
eleMentary school, a health certificate, and an entrance examination
passed with an average grade of 60, are required for admission. The
programs comprise. 5 years of study divided into two cycles of either
2 and 3 years or 3 and 2 years, respectively depending on the program. Many vocational schools still follow the older 2-3 plan.
In 1956, the Government declared. the completion of the 5-year
vocational education program to be comparable to completion of the
academic secondary school program permitting vocational secondary
school gra ates to be admitted to Peruvian institutions of higher
education
the field of their specialization.
As in the case of general secondary education, vocational education
is in the process of reorganization. 711 1957, plans for the reorganization of the various types of programs were formulated and approved.
Some of these programs have been put into effect on an experimental
basis in certain schools. The new programs comprise two cycles i
3-year basic cycle of general academic subjects, and a 2-year cycle of
studies in the various vocational fieldsagricultural, industrial (for
boys or for girls), and commercial.
Examinations and titles or certificates given in all the vocational
and industrial schools are approved by the various boards appointed
by the Ministry of Education. In the public schools, these boards
-

Lima

Location

do

Tacna__.

1906
1950
1956

1923

do

Nonsectarian_

_do

Methodist__

Public
Adventist_
Catholic

_do

_do

Catholic______

3 Also called Colegio Marta Alvarado
Also called Abraham Lincoln School.

I Also califs] Franklin Delano Roosevelt School.
2 Accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
in the year indicated.

(1958 ).3

Toquepala-Ilo Junior High School

-

1919

--

1939

do
do
do
_do
do

Coleglo Santa Rosa de Lima
Coleglo Union
Coleglo Villa Maria (1949)2
Escuela America (le la Victoria
Lima High School 3
Peruvian-North American School 4

1957

Trujillo

Colegio Santa Marta (1949)2 ___--_ Lima

1943

Callao___

do

Methodist

_do

Methodist__

Coleglo Markham
Colegio San Antonio
Coleglo San Jose Obrero

1914

1891

_do

Nonsectarian

Control

Catholic

Callao____
Hunimayo_

1946

Date
founded

Coleglo Immaculado Coraton ------ Lima

Coleglo America del Callao
Colegio Andlno

(1955).2
Coleglo
"Alexander von Humboldt"__ ____do_____.

The American School of Llma 1

Name

do

Girls
Cneducat Iona! _
Girls
Coeducational_
Girls
Coeducational

do

do

do

__do

Boys

do

__do

do

Coeducational_

Student body

( indicates no data available]

'

800
300
1.200
950
750
400
350

0700

1.700
300

500

800

1,nno
450

400

800

Enrollment
(estimated)

K 1^
K-1"
K 1"
Elementary_
K9
K 1°
6 9_

6-12

K-1°
K9

K-12

EC - 3

K 12
K 12

110.

Peruvian (English
taught).
Peruvian and U.S.

Do.
Do.

Peruvian.

Do.

taught).

Peruvian and British up

grades).
to G C.E. Ordi na ry level
Peruvian (English
taught).
Peruvian (English
taught from elementary
grades I.
Peruvian (English

German (English and German taught).
Peruvian.
Peruvian (English
taught).
Peruvian (English
taught from elementary

Type of program

K-12
Peruvian and U.S.
Secondary - -' Peruvian and West

Grades

Table 3.Selected data on elementary and secondary binational-sponsored schools in Peru: 1963
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are made up of teachers of the schools concerned, but for private
schools, the members are appointed by the Ministry from other
schools.

The examinations are prepared in the Department of

Vocational Education in the Ministry of Education. In the vocational schools, the grading system is 0 to 100; 60 is the passing grade.

In 1962, the Ministry reported the enrollment in vocational
schools as follows:'°
Type of school

Total
Agricultural
Commercial
Industrial

Total

Men

Women

49,707

28,117

21,590

4,927
18,040
.26,740

4,894
10,506
12,717

83
7,584
14,028

This represents an increase of 10 percent over the enrollment for
1961, which was reported at 45,087 students.
The types of vocational training, prior to the reform in 1957 and
still in effect in some schools and institutes, are described below:"
Educacu$n agropecuaria.--Agricultural education, given in institutos agropecuarios (agricultural schools), provides the basic principles and practices of farming, care and breeding of livestock, and

creates interest and appreciation of farm life and of the work of
the farmer.
This 5-year program is divided into two cycles of 2 and 3 years,
respectively. The first cycle trains workers for occupations in the
farms and prepares those students who wish to continue on to the
second cycle. A Certificado de Competcncia de Capataz Agropecuario (Certificate of Competence as Foreman in Cattle and Crop
Raising) is granted upon completion. The second cycle, or last 3
years of the program, trains the student as a Tecnico Agropecuario

(Agricultural Technician), which qualifies the holder of the certificate to work in the IriduRtria Agricola-Gam:411'ra (Agricultural-

Livestock Industry) or to continue on to an institution of higher
education, such as the Universidad Agraria (University of Agriculture) or the Faculta4 de Veterinaria (Faculty of Veterinary
Sciences). Admission to the second cycle of the program is highly
selective since the places in the schools are very limited.

Education industrial para varoneaIndustrial education for men
under' the older arrangement is offered in colegios industriales (industrial schools) and is divided into two cycles. The first cycle (2
10 Ibid. P. 66.

11 Mlalstertorde Educactila Pabllea.
Lim, 1951. 123 p.

Reglement() do NasoacklIs Secsadorks Wanks.
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years) includes vocational and academic subjects and
orients the
student toward an occupation or a trade. Upon completion of this
cycle, the student receives a ecrtifleado de Competencia (Certificate
of Competence) in a chosen field: general mechanics, blacksmithing,
masonry, tailoring, milling, silverplating,
soldering, metallurgy,
electrical installations.
The second cycle offered in institutor politeenieos (polytechnic
institutes) or inAtitutos industrialcs (industrial institutes), is 3 years
in length, corresponding to the third, fourth and fifth years of the
program, and prepares technicians in a special field: shop and automechanics, sanitary installations, radio, construction, metallurgy,
technical drawing and leather work. Upon completion of this cycle,
the student receives a certificate of teenico (technician) in the
specialty concerned. Graduates may continue on in their field to the`
(1) Institute Po Weenie° Nacional "Jose Prado" (Jose Prado Na-

tional Polytechnic Institute)N(2) the Escudo Normal Tecnica
(Normal Technical School) ; (3) the Universidad Nacional de
Ingenieria (National University of Engineering); or (4) to other
university faculty in the respective field.

In addition to the regular vocational education programs, short
courses of various length in lathing, milling, leather work, electrical
installations are offered for students who expect to be employed in
the aforementioned occupations or trades.
Educacion industrial de mujeres.Industrial education for women, as in the case of technical education for men, under the older
pattern, comprises two cycles beyond prevocational elementary education, and is offered in colegios induetriales (industrial schools)
for women. The first cycle (2 years) orients the students toward
a trade or an occupation, such as dessmaking, millinery, tailoring,
embroidery, textile work, decorative arts, toymaking, cosmetology,
interior decorating, homemaking. Upon completion of this cycle
the student receives a Certificado de Cornpetencia.
The second cycle comprising 3 years, corresponding to the third,
fourth, and fifth years of the program, is given in In,Rtitutos indta-

triales (industrial institutes). The title granted after completion
of the cycle is Tecniea (Technician) in the field chosen and qualifies the holder as follows: for (1) a position of manager in a shop,
beauty salon, tea room, etc.; (2) a eertificado de segtoida categoria
(second class teaching certificate) provided she takes a preparatory
course for teachers at the Instituto Nacional de Okada.: Domisticas
y Artee Utiles (National Institute of Domestic Sciences and Useful
Arts) ; (3) continuing studies leading to the title of Profesora
Especialiaada en EducaciOn Venice (Teacher of Technical Edu-
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cation in a special field) ; (4) continuing studies in the Escuela de
Dietista,1 (School for Dieticians) ; (5) for admission to the Eecue la
de Servicio Social (School of Social Service), or to other special
schools of higher education.

Evening vocational courses for adult women are designed for
those who cannot attend the regular schools and who are working
without the proper training. Classes are arranged according to
the working hours of the applicants. There are no special requirements for admission for the 1- to 3-year programs offered.
Educacion comercial.Commercial education is provided in institutor comerciales (commercial institutes). The older 5-year program is also divided into two cycles of 2 and 3 years successively.
Students who complete the first cycle receive a Certificado de Coinpetencia de Auviliar de Comercio (Certificate of Competence as
Commercial Assistant). In the second cycle, upon completion of
each successive year, the student receives the aforementioned certificate as follows: at the end of the third year, lifecanOgra foTaquigrafo (Stenographer-Typist); at the end of the fourth year,
Cantabilidad (Bookkeeping Assistant);
com-

pletion of the fifth year, a diploma, either Contador Mercantil
(Business Accountant), 7'c- Leo en C °mewl° (Business Technician), or Secretario Comercial (Business Secretary), depending on
the field chosen.

In the evening schools, the first cycle lasts 3 years while the second cycle is the same length as that of the regular program. In addition, supplementary evening and night commercial programs of varying length are offered to interested adults and business employees.

The new programs, still in the process of experimentation and
expansion, comprise in the first 3-year ciclo bcisico vocacional (basic
vocational cycle) the general academic subjects of the regular secondary program. The second 2-year ciclo tecnico (technical cycle)

is devoted to agriculture, industrial (for men and for women) or
commercial training. Upon completion of any of these programs,
the student receives the title of tecnico (technician) in the respective specialization. Courses for men are offered in carpentry, electricity, radio, television, automechanics, sanitary installation, metallurgy, arid mechanics. For women, courses are provided in dress-

making, embroidery, knitting, cooking, and bakery. Commercial
education for both sexes comprises courses in general business,
bookkeeping; and secretarial work.
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Teacher Education
The director of the Direction General de EdueaciOn Normal
(General Department of Normal Education) in the Ministry of
Public Education coordinates and formulates the plans and programs for all teacher-training institutions of the Nation. In addition, he is responsible for the appointments and promotions of
all the teachers in the public schools.

In Peru, elementary school teachers fall into three categories: 12,
(1) normal school graduates who bold the title of Normalista or
Afae8tro Normal Urbana de Printera Categoria (Urban Elementary
School Teacher, first 'class) ; (2) Licenciado Normal;sta (Certified Teacher) or Maestro de Syytinda Categoria ( Elementary
School Teacher, second class), who has not completed the normal school program hut who has, completed special courses and
has received a license to teach; and (3) Maestro Intitulado (Unlicensed Teacher) or Maestro de Tercera Categoria (Elementary
School Teacher, third class), who *generally an elementary school
graduate who is granted a license to teach in rural areas.

In 1962 the Ministry of Education reported the normal schools
distributed throughout the nation as follows:

Total - .____ - -Higher normal ______

es

State
State supervised _.
Urban normal ____ _

4
5

Men

43
13
9

Women

10

Coeducational

___

5

State supervised _

11

Rural normal
Coeducational
Men

3
2

Women

6

Including the National
Training Intitille

Pedagogical

Including the Institute o

Institute and National Teachers' Inservice

sadly Living and the Institute of Preschool Education.

Teacher preparation for elementary, secondary, vocational, and
normal schools is described below.
II According to statistic. from the Ministry of Public Education. 50 percent of the
teacher. in Peru are of the second and third categories.
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Preprimary
Teachers for preprimary schools must be qualified teachers prepared in a teacher training school, and must have specialized in
preschool education which includes 1 additional year after the
3-year normal school program.

Preprimary school teacher are also prepared at the Inztituto
National de Especializaci(rn de EducaciOn Infantil (National Institute of Preschool Education), Lima, which offers a 1-year course
beyond the normal school program for the title of Profesor Especializado en Educaci45n Pre-escolar (Preschool Teacher).
Elementary
Prior to 1959, urban normal schools offered a 3-year program beyond completion of the first 3 years of secondary education to students between 15 and 21 years of age. Urban normal school graduates received the title of Norma lista Urbana (Urban Elementary
School Teacher).
The rural normal schools required for admission the completion
of elementary education for students at least 12 years of age. Upon
completion of a 3-year program students received the title of Normalista Rural (Rural Elementary School Teacher).
A decree issued in September 1959," provided for a 3-year program beyond full secondary education for both urban and rural
elementary school teachers. However, because of the teacher shortage, lack of funds and school facilities, this decree has not been generally implemented and, therefore, the older prograins are still followed.

Secondary

Trained teachers for the secondary schools are graduates of the
National Pedagogical Institute, of the higher normal schools, or of

a university faculty of education. These institutions offer 4- to
5-year programs, beyond secondary school, leading to the title of
Profesor de Educacion Secundaria (Teacher of Secondary Education). The preparation of teachers at the Faculty of Education of
San Marcos University includes general education subjects which
is Based on the 1957 Plan for the Reorganisation of Normal Idueation.
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are lacking in the programs offered in most of the teacher-training
cir
institutions in Peru.
The following higher normal schools and institutes offer various
programs for the preparation of elementary and secondary teachers
in Peru.

Escuela Normal superior de Mujeres (Higher Normal School
for Women), formerly the Escuela Normal Central de Mujeres
(Central Normal School for Women), Monterrico, Lima, financed
by the Government, is operated by the nuns of Monterrico, who
founded it. The school provides a 3-year program for the title of
Profesora de Educacii3n Primaria (Elementary School Teacher)
with specialization in education of abnormal children or kindergarten teaching; a 4-year program for the title of Profesora de
Education Seewndaria (Secondary School Teacher) in various
fields; and a 4-year program for the title of Profesora Tecnica
(Technical School Teacher) in family living education. Admission to these programs is based on secondary education.
Escuela Normal Superior de Urubamba (Urubamba Higher Normal School), Cuzco, was founded in 1959, with U.S. aid, to train
teachers for rural areas and inservice and specialized personnel.
It is coeducational and follows an experimental curriculum including an elementary school laboratory. The program is 3 ,years in
length beyond secondary education.

Institute Nacional de Education Fisica (National Institute of
Physical Education), Lima, established in 1932, offers a 4-year
program beyond secondary education for the preparation of teachers of physical education for elementary and secondary schools. It
also offers 2-year programs in physical therapeutics or sports.
Graduates receive the title of Profesor de Education Fisica (Teach-

er of Physical Education) at the elementary or secondary school
level.

Escuela Normal Superior "Enrique Guznuin Valle" PaPa Varones (Enrique Guzman Valle Higher Normal School for Men),
La Cantuta, Chosica, also known as "La Cantuta" or "La Chosica"
Normal School, [established in 1946 with the cooperation of the
Servicio Cooperativo Peruano Norte-American., de Education,
SECPANE (Peruvian-North American Cooperative Education
Service) J, functions under the Ministry of Education. It offers
4-year programs in various fields for the title of Profesor de Educaci45n Primaria (Elementary School Teacher) ; Profesor de Education Secundaria Com4n (General Secondary School Teachers) ;
and Profesor de EducaciOn Secundaria Tecnica (Vocational-Secondary School Teacher), upon completion of secondary education.
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The Instituto Nacional de Perfeecianantiento (National Institute
for Inservice Training) established in 1957, offers special courses
for teachers who have not completed secondary school education
and for those teachers holding older certificates. It is expected
that teachers while in service will complete their professional training through these courses. The Institute also offers courses for
general secondary, vocational, and normal school teachers in service, who have not taken teacher education subjects in their
preparation.
Institute PedagOgico Nacional (National Pedagogical Institute),
Lima, founded in 1961, offers beyond secondary education a 3year program for the title of Profesor de EducaciOn Prinuzria (Ele-

mentary School Teacher) and a 4-year program for the title of
Profesor de Edu4aci4n Secundaria (Secondary School
Teacher).

Vocational and Normal
Teachers for vocational schools are graduates from
the higher
normal schools or from other institutions of higher learning,
with
the title of Profesor de EdueaciOn Secundaria Teenica
(Vocational
Secondary School Teacher), in the chosen field, or are professional
and experienced engineers or technicians in a special field.
Teachers for the normal or teacher-training schools are Profesores de Segunda Ensenan2a6 (Secondary School Teachers) who
are graduates from the National Pedagogical Institute, or from
the higher normal schools.

Higher Education
University Law

In Peru, institutions of higher education are governed by a university law, passed on April 8, 1960, which supersedes
all previous
laws and provides the legal basis for all universities in the nation.
Under this law the autonomy of all universities is guaranteed,

and private universities are recognized and made subject to the
provisions of the law. This law was aimed ttt university reform
in instruction and administration. Article 11 prohibits partisan
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political activities in the university i makes class attendance legally
for both students and professors; enables university graduates to apply for another program of study without taking entrance examinations thus allowing them to earn degrees in
..ompulsory

different faculties

(schools) ;

and permits students to remain in

the university for two consecutive years without passing any final
examinations. Under exceptional conditions, the student may register for a third year with the approval of two-thirds of the University Council.

The new law also distinguishes between alumna de matriftla
ordinaria (full-time students) and alumnos de matricida por cursor
(part-time students) ; and provides for at least 70 percent attendance at class in a course as a prerequisite to taking the final examination in that course.

Generally, universities in Peru consist of independent faculties,
schools and institutes. Internal university organization is similar
throughout Peru.

The university law states that each university is a corporation
consisting of professors, students and graduates. It enumerates
the governing bodies a's the University Assembly, the University
Council, the Faculty Council, and the Council of Economic Administration. Two-thirds of .the membership of each are professors
(including administrative officers), one-third are students, and
there are two nonvoting alumni. The two main bodies are the
Asamblea 'Universitaria (University Assembly) and the Consejo
riiirerxitario (University Council) .
The principal function of the University Assembly is to elect
the rectts (president) and the vice rector, both of whom must be
full pro

sons with 10 or more years of service.

The University Council is the supreme governing body of the
university. The rector and the vice rector are included among the
university staff members of the Council. Each faculty or school,
of the university is represented by members of its teaching and
administrative staff and of its student body in the ratio indicated
above. University staff members serve for 2 years and student
members for 1 year. The University Council determines the overall policies and regulations of the institution generally, but each
faculty enjoys a large measure of autonomy.
The rector, the executive head and legal representative of the
university, must be at least 35 years of age with 10 years of experi-

ence as a full professor.

He is elected for a period of 5 years

and cannot be reelected.

The rector presides over the University

Council.
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The inclusion of students in the various governing boards known
as co-gobierno (cogovernment) or the participation of students in
the government of .university affairs is officially enforced under the
new law. Co-gobierno, legally compulsory, has given the students
a strong part in all university matters.

University' students in Peru, as in most of the Latin American republics, are accustomed to exercising strong political influence

in the universities, particularly those enrolled in the faculties of
law, humanities or letters. The basis of university politics is the
"professional student'14 who remains in the university indefinitely,
maintaining affiliation through an occasional course, and building
a career upon student leadership and subsidies from the national
parties. The university thus lacks protection from political involvment and disruptive forces.

The only two organizations provided by the new university law
which have no student representatives are the Inter-University
Council comprised of the rectors of all the universities of the nation
and the Research 'Institutes of the University of San Marcos.
By law, the Ministry of Education recommends the annual subsidy for higher education in the education section of the national
budget. The largest part of the budget of each university comes
from the government since income properties produce very little,
privately donated funds are limited, and students' fees are ex-

tremely low. Since salaries are low, most of the universities operate

on a part-time faculty staff. This is the practice in the majority
of institutions of higher education in Peru.
In 1960, Peru had one private and seven public universities (table
A, appendix), and several specialized schools, all recognized as
institutions of higher learning. All public institutions of higher
education are subsidized by the Government. From 1960 to 1962,
approximately 16 new institutions of higher education were established in the nation (table B, appendix). Those devoted to the
preparation of elementary and secondary school teachers have been
mentioned in the section on teacher education.
Entrance Requirements, Fees, and Grading System

In general, applicants for admission to Peruvian universities are

required to be at least 17 years of age, must present the official
Certificado de Eatudios Secundarioa (Secondary School Certificate)
14 Benton, William. The Voice of Lorne America.

4

New York : Harper, 1901...P. 124-27.
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ssued by the Ministry of Education and must successfully pass an
entrance examination authorized by the respective faculty. Gen
,.rally, students enroll in one faculty and follow a prescribed pro-ram with few electives.

For admission to certain academic or professional programs some
universities require completion of a 1- or 2-year preparatory course,
depending on the program chosen.
Generally speaking, as in most Latin American universities, Peruvian secondary graduates apply for admission to a professional
program and upon admission begin work in the chosen field. University education is usually oriented toward preparation in a specific field.

The principal method of instruction is the lecture, and all classes

are conducted in Spanish except for a few summer and special
programs designed for foreign students. Although each institution
drafts its own entrance examinations, programs of study and degree
requirements are similar to those of the University of San Marcos.
Student fees vary with the faculty; a nominal fee of the approximate Peruvian equivalent of $6 in State universities and of $50 to
$60 in private universities is paid once a year. Scholarships are
available for worthy and needy Peruvian students.
The university year begins in April and ends in December, with
a short vacation in July. For examination purposes the school
year is divided into two terms. Some of the new universities function on a semester-hour basis. The grading system, generally used
in Peruvian universities, is from "1" to "20," with "11" ,aa the
passing grade.

Degrees and Titles
Only legally constituted universities are eligible to confer gradosaeademicos (academic degrees) or titulo8 (titles or licenses). Under
the law, the Catholic University of Peru is considered on the same
level as a national university. Other private institutions must meet
certain requirements set by the Ministry of Public Education.
Foreign degrees are revalidated (granted official recognition) only
by national universities.

Programs of study leading to academic and professional degrees
may be taken simultaneously although they may not be of the same
length in years. That ,is, in some instances the bachelor's degree

may be granted after 2 years of preparatory study, and the professional degree, which follows, is given in 3 additional years. In
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other instances, the bachelor's degree may be awarded after 4 years
of study and the professional degree after 1 additional year. Th(

two degrees may be granted simultaneously without additions'
study, or the academic degree may he granted upon completion of
the full program and the professional title upon the approval of a
thesis.

The bachelor's degree is always required to obtain the doctor's
However, in some programs the professional title is also
a prerequisite to the doctor's degree, and in others the doctorate is
granted simultaneously with the professional degree.
degree.

A list of the degrees and titles and the programs leading to
them are given in table C (appendix).
According to the 1963 report published by the Institute of International Education,'5 335 Peruvian students were enrolled in U.S.
colleges and universities during the academic year 1962-63, while
6 U.S. students were studying in Peru in the same year. There

were 28 Peruvian faculty members in the United Stall and 28
U.S. faculty members in Peru in- 1962-63. In 1960, 15 Peruvian
students reportedly were enrolled in universities in Iron Curtain
countries.

,r
The National University of San Marcos
The Uniyersidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos (National University of San Marcos), commonly referred to as the University
of San Marcos, was founded in 1551 by a royal order of Charles V
of S in and is regarded as the oldest institution of higher learning 1 the Americas. It was closed at the time of the establishment
of the Republic in 1821, but was reopened in 1861, becoming an
autonomous university in 1874. 'While the University of San Marcos is the largest university in Peru and offers the most extensive
programs, it does not maintain a monopoly on higher education.
All 10 faculties of the University of San Marcos offer both academie and professional degrees, and in certain cases. rertiflerulos
do competenria (certificates of competence). in addition to their
professional programs, the Facujties of Letters and Sciences provide preparatory programs for the other eight faculties. That is,
the Faculty of Letters provides 2-year prelegal and preletters programs, and a 1-year preeconomics program, and the Faculty of
Sciences, a 2-year premedical program, and 1-year prepharmacy,
15 Institute of International Education. Open Door. 1963. P. 21, 33, 34.
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predentistry, prechemistry, and preveterinary programs. The Faculty of Education requires a 2-year preeducation program in either
the Faculty of Letters for -preparation in humanities and social
sciences, .or in a combined program in the Faculty of Letters and
Sciences for preparation in the natural sciences.
The University of San Marcos student enrollment for the school
years 1957. 1901), and 1961, hy schools., was as follows:la

Law.
Medicine
Letters
Sciences

Economic and coninwrcial sciences
Pharmacy and biochemistry ___..____
I pent istry
Ethica Hon

Chemist ry

Veterinary InedicT)e

Institute of Human Relations
Total

1957
1,190
1,204
1,859
1,809
1,278
640
624
527
124
105

___

10,442

1960
1,522
1,835
1,751
1,308
2,900
850
882
1,238
225

1961
1,532
1,890
1,751
1,308

3,000
S50

190

882
1,238
225
270

730
13,941

12,896

The 1960 university policies limit the number of admissions to
the Faculty of Medicine to 150 applicants per year.
The Escuela de Estudios Espeekdes (School of Special Studies)

of the University of San Marcos was initiated in 1932 as the

Escuela de Verano (Summer School). It was reorganized in 1942
and renamed the School of Special Studies. The school is responsible for matters concerning foreign students in the university.
It offers a special summer session for foreign students and a curs°
de revalidachin (revalidation course) for those wishing to enroll as
graduate students in the regular faculties of letters or economic
and commercial sciences of the university. Subjects are conducted
in Spanish, but English resumes are distributed.
The school cooperates with Indiana University in offering a plan
of studies which permits U.S. students to take their junior year at
San Marcos. Information on these programs is issued by the Chairman of the Committee on the .tinior Year in Peru, Department of
Spanish and Portuguese, Indiana Uni'versity, Bloomington, Ind.
Since 1951, San Marcos University City has been under construc-

tion outside Lima. In 1962, the Faculty of Letters, Science, and
Education occupied new buildings there.
lo Rogers. Francis N. The University of San Marco. in Lima, Peru. 1'. 21.

L__
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Besides its academic endeavors, San Marcos University fosters
artistic and cultural programs. It has a ballet, choir, museum of
archaeology, orchestra, and theater. In addition to the main University library, most of the Faculties have their own specialized
libraries.

Special University Programs

Universities in Peru are patterned rather closely after San
Marcos, but some have been expanding and modernizing their programs and developing new facilities and new plans. The following
universities depart in various ways from the traditional university

pattern in Peru:"

Univereidad de San Cristobal de Huamanga -reopened in 1962
under the direction of Fernando Romero, a distinguished Peruvian
educator, who initiated a program based on applied study and research. The university prohibited partisan politics and co-gobierno,
required full-time attendance from professors and students, and
made Quechua language a compulsory subject.

Students who are selected through entrance examinations must
maintain a higher average grade, and cannot enroll for more than
16 semester hours of study. All students are required to take a
1-year basic general course given at the university for admission.
Extension work (community activities) is required fro m faculty
members and students. The university conducts an evening program mostly devoted to domestic science for women and has a department to develop native arts. In 1963, Indians comprised most
of the 400 students enrolled in the institution.
Univereidad Agraria, (University of Agriculture) formerly
known as the Eacuela Nacional de Agricultura (National School
of Agriculture) was established by an act of Congress on April 9,
1960, to prepare and train professionals in the field of agriculture.
Veterinary medicine, a department of the university, was set up
in 1941 as the Eacuela Nacional de Medicina Veterinaria, and, in
1960, it became the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine of the University of San Marcos.

The University of Agriculture is in a P6riod of expansion With
frequent changes in its organization. It has modernised its programs and more than a third of all the curriculums required for
graduation consists of courses common to all faculties. It has
21 English translation of university names appear in table 5.

.
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arrangements by which the various faculties make use of each
..-ither's courses when feasible to meet requirements and electives.
These practices represent major changes from the usual Latin
American concept that each faculty must recognize only its own
courses. The university also enforces a quality requirement that is
higher than merely passing. It was planned to begin construction
of a new $8.7 million physical plant in mid-1964, with 1,7.5. Government assistance.
The university offers a 5-year program upon completion of which

a bachelor's degree is granted. If a thesis is prepared, the professional degree of Ingeniero Agronenno (Agricultural Engineer)
is awarded. In 1962 -63, the University Graduate School initiated
a master's degree program.

Univerridad Naeional de Ingenieria, formerly known as the Es.cuela de Ingenieria (School of Engineering), has a common firstyear program for all students. Courses are defined in terms of
semester hours and its quality requirements in terms of gradeaverages are higher than passing. It carries on research studies

and an active program of post-degree level in the field of city
planning. Several Latin American countries send graduate engineers for this program.

National University of Engineering, like the University of Agriculture, is going through a period of expansion and diversification. Both universities emphasize integrated curriculums and quality instruction.

Unixereidad Nacional de San Agustin de Arequipa, the second
largest university in Peru, suffered serious losses from the 1956
and 1958 earthquakes.

The university offers a 2-year Shahan, Generale (general study)
preparatory program in the Faculty of Letters, which is also prerequisite for studies at the Faculties of Law and of Eductstion.
In cooperation with the Smithsonian Institution of the United
States and the 'Carnegie Institute, a satellite tracking station and
a geophysical institute were installed in 1960 at the university for
international studies and research in geomagnetism, meteorology,
and seismology.

The university also maintains an Institute of

Cultural Extension to encourage the appreciation and development
of Peruvian culture.
Univeraidad Nacional de Trujillo, the third largest university in

Peru, has a strong students' organization, which participates in
strikes, labor disputes, and other political, social, and cultural
activities.
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The Faculties of Sciences, of Letters, and of Education offer the
preparatory courses which are required for admission to some faculties of the university.

Private Univegities

Prior to 1961, the Pontifical Catholic University of Peru was
the only private institution of higher education in Peru. Since
1961, five new private universities have been established, most of
which are in the process of reorganization and expansion.
Pontificia Vnivergidad Cato Ilea del Peru. in addition to the regular programs, provides programs for the preparation of elementary
and secondary school teachers. In 1963, a new Faculty of General
Studies offering 2-year general studies program was initiated. The
university gives no instruction in science except some courses in the
Faculty of Engineering.
There are several active students' organizations in the university,
but, in contrast to other institutions of higher education in Peru,
students are not represented in the University Council.
The university is operated almost entirely on part-time faculty
staff. Students' fees are higher than those in other national universities in Peru, and in dollar equivalent range from $28 in the
School of Journalism to $192 in the Faculty of Agriculture.
The Riva-Agiiero Institute, founded as part of the University in

1947 as a School of Higher Studies, does not confer degrees or
Dr. Victor Andres Belaunde,- president of the Peruvian

titles.

..Delegation to the United Nations and former president of the U.N.
General Assembly, is the director of the institute:
In collaboration with Loyoli University of Chicago, Ill., Catholic
University initiated in 1961, an Eseuela Internacional de Temporada (International Summer Study Program). Information on
this program may be obtained from the Escuela International de
Temporada, Universidad Cat Colic& del Perfi, Apartado 1761, Lima,
Perfi.

Univereidad de Cietteia.s Medico y Rif) logiew, formerly the Faculty of Medicine of the University of San Marcos, became a private
university in 1961. Insofar as structure is concerned, it has estab-

lished Faculties of Humanities and of Medicine, and an Institute
of Graduate Studies, where courses in various specializations will
be offered. The premedical program is given in the Faculty of
Humanities.
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Universidad de Lima, established in 1962, comprises three faculties and five schools, and offers programs in arts and sciences,
social and economic sciences, administration, labor, and public relations. According to its 1963 plans, "the university will be staffed
with full-time professors and will offer degrees comparable to those
of U.S. colleges and universities." Prof. Raymond C. Gibson from

Indiana University has been contracted as an advisor in the administration and organization of the university.
rnie( r.v;dad del Pacifico, opened in 1962, was organized through

the efforts of a group of Catholic business men in Lima. It is
operated and staffed by faculty members from Loyola University
in Chicago. Although it started as a school of business administration, Peruvian university law forbids the establishment of business schools at the higher education level. The university of the
Pacific, therefore, is expanding to include other programs to meet
legal requirements.

Universidad Particular "San Martin de Porres," another Catholic institution founded in 1962, is an expansion of the former Institute) Dominican de Ciencias Sociales (Dominican Institute of Social Sciences). It comprises a Faculty of Education and a Faculty
of Letters, including seven institutes.
Universidad Santa Maria, established in 1961 by Marianist
a
ers from St. Louis, Mo., is the first attempt at a U.S. type
Programs
in
the
Faculties
of
4-year liberal arts college in Peru.
Education and Letters lead to the bachelor of arts degree.

Technical Universities

Iu addition to the above universities, three technical public universities recently created in Peru provide training for technicians,
engineers in industry, and for students as teachers in secondary-level
technical and vocational institutions. These institutions are still in

the process of reorganization and expansion and some of the programs have not been completely defined.
Among these universities, the Universidad Nacional Tecnica del
Altiplano, which opened in 1962 with 87 students, initiated in 1963 a
general college program similar to a U.S. community college offering
2-year terminal programs in agriculture and engineering. It has an
experimental farm devoted to the improvement of the alpica, vicuna,
and llama. Programs in applied studies are intended for the Indians
in the region.
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Unrcersidad Tec-nica de. Piura, created in 1961, began to function

in 1962. So far, it has organized the School of Agriculture, the
School of Economics, and the Institute of Mechanics. Other institutes4
in the planning stages, which will admit elementary school graduates,
will train technicians at the secondary school level. Universidad

Titmice de Cajamarca, opened in 1962 with a Faculty of General
Studies, six schools and seven institutes. The University has established a Centro de Capacitacion de Obreros (Workers' Training
Center).

Special Schools
The following schools offer programs in various fields, some of
which are at the higher education level:
The Conservatorio Nacional de Alaska (National Conservatory of
Music), Lima, prepares teachers of music for the elementary and
secondary schools of the nation. It also prepares professional musicians in its specialized music section.
Escuela de Cicerones (School for Tourist-Guides), Lima, founded
in 1940, fungtions as a part of the Peruvian-North American Cultural
Institute and provides short courses for secondary school graduates
for, a certificate of cicerem (guide).

Escudos de enfernteria (schools of nursing) of which there are
eight in Peru, admit students with 9 to 10 years of elementarysecondary schooling to a 3-year program leading to the title of
enfermera (nurse). A certificate of enfermera auxiliar (nurse aide)
is granted to elementary school graduates after 1-year training.
Escuela de Servicio Social del Peru (School of Social Service of
Peru), Lima, founded in 1937 under the Minister of Public Health
and Social Welfare, offers a 4-year program (formerly 3 years) upoA
Completion of full secondary education, for the title of asistente social

(social worker). A similar school was founded in Puno in 1960.
Escuela Nacional de Bella Arles del PerU (National School of
Fine Arts of Peru), Lima, founded in 1919, admits elementary school

graduates for programs in the Department of Fine Arts and secondary school graduates for programs in the Teacher Training Department for a certificate leading to the title of Profesor Normalista

de Belles Arta (Elementary Teacher of Fihe Arts).
Escuela Nacional de Bibliotecarios (National School for Librarians), Lima, founded in 1943, offers a 2-year program, beyond' sec-
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mdary education for the title of bibliotecario (librarian). The pro.
cram emphasizes technical training.
The Peruvian &cue la Naval (Naval School), Escuela Militar
(Military School), Lima, and Escuela Aeranaritica (Aeronautics
School) Callao, each offer 4-year programs beyond secondary school
in the corresponding fields, and also offer programs at the secondary
school level.

Instituto Politecnico Nacional (National Polytechnic Institute)
offers 2-year programs for the title of Tecnico Especializado (Specialized Technician) in such fields as diesel motors, generators, vapor
motors, electrical and vapor tension, refrigeration and air conditioning, graphic arts, and electronics. The programs, terminal in nature,
parallel the upper secondary school program.
lturtituta Psicopedagogico Nacional (National Psychopedagogical
Institute), Lima, was founded in 1941 to carry on studies and research
on Peruvian education, and to offer special programs to secondary
school teachers. It operates through 5 different bureaus, including a
publication section. Applicants must hold the title of Profesor or
Doctor in secondary education.

Institute Superior de Educacion Familiar (Higher Institute of
program
Living), Lima, founded in 1939, offers
beyond secondary vocational education for the title of Profesora de

EducaciOn Familiar (Teacher of Family Living) for teachers in
elementary or vocational schools. Teachers may specialize in domestic sciences, needlework, sewing, or cooking.

Illiteracy and Adult Education Programs
According to preliminary figures from the 1961 census, the proportion of illiterates in Peru is 53 percent of the population 14 years
of age and over. However, this figure increases as high as 73 percent
in the Sierra, where the largest concentration of the Indian population is found, and decreases to as low as 29 percent in areas where
the white and mestizo population live.
The illiteracy program in Peru results not so much from racial but
from linguistic factors. Most of the illiterate population are non-

Spanish-speaking Indians who speak either Quechua, Aymani or
some other Indian dialect. The problem here is first to make the
Indians literate in their own language and then possibly in Spanish.
As early as 1943, Peru has been emphasizing the importance of the
problem of illiteracy in the Americas, particularly among the Indian
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population. In 1944, the President of the Republic decreed the firs;
campaign against illiteracy in Peru, Campana Nacional del Alfa
betiaaciOn (National Campaign Against Illiteracy). The campaign
was designed against illiterate adolescents and adults 16 to 40 year,
of age. The Informally° Peruano Peruvian Report) was published
for teachers and the Libro PeruaG de Lectura (Peruvian Reader)
was published for students who have learned to read.
In the same year the Brigadae de Cul turizaciOn (Culturization

Brigades) were formed in the regions where Indians were conceiu.
Crated. The brigades complemented the activities of the literacy
campaign. All the activities_ of the brigades were carried out in two

languages, Aymara and Quechua.

Despite the various campaigns to eradicate illiteracy in Peru,
which according to the 1940 census was 58.6 percent of the population 15 years and over," in 1961 it was still 53 percent. Perhaps the

greatest weakness of these campaigns has been the fact that they
lacked continuity and financial resources for a well-planned continuous effort.
In 1956, a Plan Nacional de Al I abetizacion y EducaciOn de Adoles-

centes y Adultos (National Plan of Literacy and Education for
Adolescents and Adults) was initiated, and in 1959 a decree created
the Comision Nacional de Alfabeti-eacion (National Commission of
Literacy) I
r the DirecciOn de Education Fundamental y del
Adulto (De tent
al of Fundamental and Adult Education) in the
Ministry of Public Education to coordinate and organize the activities
of the literacy campaign.
Again, in 1062, the Junta Militar (Military Junta) declared 1963
El Alio de Alfabetizacion (The Year of Literacy Training) and inaugurated under the DirecciOn de Education Rural y Analfabetismo
(Department of Rural Education and Illiteracy) the present literacy
campaign, using radio and television broadcasts. Teachers, students,
and civil guard units comprise the brigades to carry on this campaign.
Discharged servicemen, trained as instructors, returned to their
villages to instruct civilians. All recruits are trained to read and
write and the Peruvian Army provides books, pencils, and paper.
The following literacy and adult education centers are operating
in various parts of the Republic:
Centros de Education Fundamental (Fundamental Education
Centers) are. boarding schools offering elementary schooling
similar in organization to the naeleos escolare8 described under
elementary education.

1

18 UNESCO.

World Illiteracy at Midoentury. 1957. P. 70.
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Eecuela8 Bilingies (Bilingual Schools) located in the aelva
were organized in 1951 with the collaboration of the Summer
Institute of Linguistics of the University of Oklahoma. The
institute has made studies of the aborigenal laRguages and prepared records and textbooks of these languages.
Centro y Talleree Arteeanales (Centers and Artisans Shops)

to preserve and stimulate Peruvian crafts and to train Indians
in the native arts.
----1

.

Planes de Colonization y Programa, de la Poblacion Aborigen
(Colonization Plans and Programs for the Indigenious Population) were designed to train the Indians in t odern methods of
sanitation, social
farming and production, small
welfare, and other fields. This program is under the Comision
National de Integration de la Poblacicin Aborigen (National
Commission for the Integration of the Indigenous Population)
created in 1959 with the cooperation of the Ministeries of Labor

and Indian Affairs, Development and Public Works, Public
Education, Public
Agriculture.

Health and Social Welfare, War, and

A radio program, Por un Perri Meier (For a Better Peril), was
inaugurated in 1962 to arouse the interest of the community and
especially of the illiterates. Cartillas (Primers) were printed and
distributed throughout the Nation. A leaflet Aprende (Learn) is
published weekly for those who have learned to read and write.

A

series of short trainiwt courses in adult education were given to
6,000 teachers and university students who volunteered assistance
for the literacy program. Public and private institutions and organizations are also participating in the literacy campaign.
In 1959, the University of San Cristobal de Huamanga began to
offer courses for employees, teachers, and craftsmen on an experimental basis. In 1960. the university established the Institute of
Adult Education, offering evening and night courses for adults, and
a program of educational films, conferences, discussions and library
services. In 1959, 50 adults were enrolled in the various activities,
and by 1960 the number increased to 330 of which 166 were women.

In addition, the university has carried out certain community development programs among the Indians in the rural area of
Inkararyay with the cooperation of the Ministries of Agriculture and

Education. The program includes workshops in carpentry, mechanics, ironwork, forestation, animal breeding, and rural construction, as well as health, literacy, and artistic activities.
The Marylmoll Fathers, a U.S. order of priests, inaugurated in
1962 in the Department of Puno a radio school center for Indians
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of the southern Sierra. Classes are conducted in the language of the
Indians. A total of 800 adult Indians were attending these classes
in 1962.

Mining, agricultural and industrial enterprises are required by
law to maintain adult education classes for illiterate employees between 16 an4 40 years of age. These classes are supervised by the
Director of Adult Education.
A Governrhent report states that in 1962 there were 357 evening
schools for adults with a total of 41,497 students and 1,293 teachers,
offering courses in basic education, vocational education, and literacy
training. The same report indicates that for the period 1957-61, a
total of 464,557 adults had been taught to read and write.

Part III. EDUCATIONAL OUTLOOK
Problems, Trends, and Developments
ACCORDING TO THE REPORT on the development of education presented by the Peruvian Minister of Public Education
at the 1963 Conference of Ministers of Education in Bogota, Peruvian education is primarily suffering from the lack of a welldefined educational policy directed toward the economic and social
development of the Nation. The educational problems are further
y an underdeveloped economy, inadequate transporcomplica
k- of communication facilitieS; the high rate of illittation a
eracy, an the lack of intogration of the indigenous population
into the national life; the sl.ortage of teachers and their inadequate
preparation; the excessive centralization of the administration and
direction of education ; anOthe lack of financial resources to implement a program for the improvement and development of
education.

However, in his inaugural address to thination in 1963, President
Fernando Belafinde Terry, who previously was Dean of the Faculty
of Architecture at the National Engineering University, stated that

Peru "will move ahead with a program of social reforms and the
distribution of wealth in the Republic."

The Peruvian Government is moving forward to mobilize Peruvian communities with a program of self-help in the construction of roads, schools, small irrigation systems, wells, school buildings, and similar community activities. This community effort will

make a significant contribution to the integration of the Indian
population into the nation's economic life.

Student and Teacher Increase

As indicated in table 4, enrollments at all levels of education
are growing rapidly in Peru. According to the 1963 Ministry of
41
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Education report, the increase is not due primarily to populatioi
increase but to the desire on the part of parents and students fo
more education.

More students are reportedly enrolled in academic secondar
schools than in vocational or technical schools. This is largely dut
to the lack of good vocational schools and offerings, and to thr
indifference of students toward vocational or industrial training.
The Ministry's report indicates as the major problem the fact that
vocational schools are not pkoviding a basic education for students
to continue studies at institutions of higher learning, nor are they
giving the students adequate training in order to qualify for jobs
in industry. For these reasons, at the present time, vocational education graduates encounter difficulty when applying for admission to
universities, and when seeking employment.'°

Another major problem facing Peruvian educators is the high
rate of school dropouts. According to a study 20 on school desertion.
based on, the 1957 inventory of educational conditions in Peru, of the
total number of students who entered elementary school in 1945 only
15.1 percent reached grade 5 and only 5.6 percent entered the fifth
year or last year of the secondary school. The greatest rate of dropouts was in the transition between the first and second grades (45.57

percent) and between the second and third grades (31.72 percent)
of elementary school. and occurred almaig girls at the elementary
school age.

It may be noted that enrollments have also increased in teacher
education, when one compares the enrollment figure of 1,538 for
1956 with the figure for 1960, which is almost 4,000.
Although the number of elementary teachers in Peru has been
increasing at the rate of 9 percent annually, there is still a shortage
of trained teachers for the elementary schools. However, the greatest shortage occurs in the secondary schools where engineers,
lawyers, pharmacists, and physicians have been teaching on a parttime basis to help solve the problem at this level.

The number of teachers by educational level from 1956 to 1960
is shown in table 5. In 1963, a Government report estimated the
total number of public school teachers at 60,000, of Which approximately 45,000 were elementary, 7,000 academic secondary, 4,000 vocational, and between 2,000. and 3,000 physical education teachers.
19 NtInktrrlo ttr EdurnelAn Ptiblien Info)rne Sabre el lormaliollo flc la Efluearion en
P. 00.
el Pere Durant(' n Atio !96t. P.
Angeles. Catalano "La Drgerct6n I:menhir y nun CalIPAP Sagan el Inventarlo de la
Realidad Educative del Peril." P. 7-31.
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21
16
5
19
6

166
129
37

150
118
32

128

362
234

12,944
11.422
901
621

13,560

1957

425
152
273

12.735
11,214
909
612

13,268

1956

22,216
19,437
2,779
1,538
1,120
418

14,590
12.700
1.287
603
524
222
302
251
177
74

38

14,102
12,231
1.215
656

486
198
288
248
169
74

33
28
5

13.624
11.799

29
24
5

74

221
147

176
265

441

32

98.032
59.331
38,701

15,403

656

158.900

55,122

39,359
33,878
5,481
3.940
3,338
602

141.062
90,553
50,500

37.249
31,609
5,640
3,281
2,777
504

46,326

34.410
27,819
6,501

2,240
1,787
453

111.191
65,922
45,269

25,460
22,302
3,158
2,014
1,575
439

122.221
75.895

10.3,778

1,479.100
1,260.400
148.700
70,000
1,391,952
1.184,107
140.308
67.537

1.308.305
1.110.742
134.439
63,124

1.133,937
1.065.900
107.788
60.159

1.204.701
1.038.322
110.078
56,391

1,681,299
1,603,064

1,467,176

1,372,602

1.326,577

1960

1959

1958

1957

1956

1960

14,864

1959

14.315

1958

Number of students

Source of data : Ministerio de EducaclSn Pdbliea. La Educaelon Actual Persona. Documents submitted by the Government of Peru to the
Conference on Education and Economic and Social Development of Latin America, held in Santiago, Chile, March 5-19, 1962. Lima : The Ministry. 1962.

Private

Subtotal
-t
Public
Private_
Vocational secondary :
Subtotal
Public
Private_
Teacher education :
Subtotal
Public

State supervised
Academic secondary :

Private

Pubtte

Subtotal_ _

Total
Elementary :

Level

Nutriber of schools

Table 4.Number of schools and students, by educational level and type of school: 1956-60
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Table 5.-Number of teachers by educational level and
types of schools: 1956-60
Level

1956

1957

1958

1959

41,478

42,695

47,593

51,733

59,00

31,679
26,670
3,823
1,180

32,117
27,112
3,753
1,252

35,258
29,155
4,731
1,372

38,369
32.031

41,90
35,20

4,901
1,437

5,2
1,5(

7,007
3,562
3,445

8,304
4.325
3,982

8,662
4,270
4,392

11.3

Private

6,706
3,220
3,486

Private

2,918
2,365
553

3,353
2,881
472

3,806
3,160
646

4,382
3,408
974

5,3(
4,2(
1,1(

218
170
48

222
189
33

320
259

5(

Private

175
140
35

61

11

19601

r

Total
Elementary :
Subtotal
Public_ __ __

Private

___

State supervised
Academic secondary :
Subtotal
Public
Vocational secondary :
Subtotal
Public
Teacher education :
Subtotal
Public

_

_

.

6,54.

4,8(

31

I Estimated.
Source of data : Ministerio de EducaciOn Mince La Educacihn Actual Persona.
Documents submitted by the Government of Peril to the Conference on Education and

Economic and Social Development of Latin Ameirea, held In Santiago, Chile, March
Lima : The Ministry, 1962.

5-19, 1962.

Reorganization of School System

In September 1962, the Military Junta ordered the decentralization of Peruvian education, and in January 1963, ilie reorgat ization

tad decentralization of the functions of the Ministry o
ublic
Mucation was initiated. Six regional offices located in C iiclayo
(north), Huancayo (center), Lima (coast.), Arequipa and Cuzco
(south), and Iquitos (east), have charge of supervisory and administrative matters such as records, application, testing, teacher
placement and similar matters. Under' the plan, each regional
office is headed by a director, under the supervision and direction
of the Director-General in the Ministry. The Office of Educational
Planning, established in 1958 under the Ministry of Education, coordinates' the planning of education with the six regional centers
throughout the nation.
In 1963 under a 2-year contract, 11 advisers from Columbia Uni-

versity Teachers College, operating under a grant from the U.S.
Agency for International Development, were assigned 'to work in
cooperation with the Peruvian, Ministry of Education in planning
r
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Nad organizing the national education system. Other plans include

ile establishment of an educational TV channel, an increase in
,cholarship awards for Peruvians specializing in education, the
,)reparation and printing of modern textbooks, the improvement of
tchnical and vocational education, and the establishment of specialized polytechnic institutions.

Beginning with the 1964 school year, which started in April,
students registered under a new law granting free education. The
law provides government financing from elementary school through
!Postgraduate university education. Free education would be denied
to those students who miss more than 25 percent of their classes,
fail to make satisfactory grades, or who are suspended from classes.
SeCondary and Teacher Education

In Peru, as in the United States, England and France, there is
apparent dissatisfaction with secondary education. Tnstitutions of
higher education, as indicated by the Rector 21 of the University
of San Marcos, have found that the preparation of secondary school
students is inadequate due to excessive memory work, lack of libraries and well-equipped laboratories, poor teaching methods, and lack
of correlation between the secondary school and the university.

According to the Rector's report, in 1958 only 23.8 percent of
the 1,457 applicants passed entrance examinations to the Faculty
of Letters at San Marcos University, 18 percent of the 2,923 in
sciences, and 30 percent of the 1,227 in economics and commercial
sciences. In 1962, less than 50 percent of the applicants gained admission to university study.

In view of this situation, the University of San Marcos was
planning in 1963 to group the several preparatory programs offered
under the faculties of letters and sciences into a new faculty of general studies. The university is also considering a plan to offer free
admission to freshmen and sophomore students in 1965. The plan
will be applied progressively to cover all students at San Marcos.
The University of Agriculture has established a preparatory de-

partment, for secondary school graduates who will enroll for an
extra year of secondary study before beginning university study.
Catholic University is also in the process of organizing a faculty
of general study.
The University of Huamanga introduced in 1963 a first-year
basic course for all students seeking admission to the university. De21 Benches, Alberto Lula. Ls Dnivereidad no u is Isla.

1081.
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pending on the individual aptitudes, students may delay a whose
second year before completing the basic course, which is prepar:.tory to all prikrams in the university.
Steps are being taken by the Ministry of Public Education in the
expansion and redirection of secondary education, with special emphasis on vocational and technical education to prepare studens
for an industrial and technical society.

The Ministry of Public Education reported in 1963 that three
military schools with a capacity for 800 students each were under
construction; two grandee unidades to accommodate 2,000 students
were completed; and a polytechnic institute with a capacity for
3,000 students was almost completed.

The Peruvian Army is now operating industrial vocational training schools in Lima, Cuzco, and Arequipa. Similar schools are
planned for Iquitos and Piura. COnscripts receive training during
the last 3 months of their 2-year enlistments in such fields as carpentry, plumbing, welding. To date, 2,139 soldiers have graduated
from schools. The Army also hopes to open five agricultural training schools at the same locations as their industrial training schools.

A heavy equipment operations and maintenance school

is also

planned.

With regard to teacher education, in 1961 the Ministry of Public
Education initiated a 10-year campaign to eliminate the present
teacher shortage by renewed emphasis on the preparation and qualification of school teachers through better salaries and improvement,
courses. In the same year, new Central, de Capaeitacion y Peleeeionamiento (In-Service Training and Improvement Centers) were
established and three Centroe de Especializacilni. (Specialization
Centers) attached to the regular normal schools were opened. By
the end of 1962, 2,470 teachers were taking such courses.
In 1963, the Ministry reported that three regional normal schools
were planned for the southern (Arequipa), central (Huancayo),
and eastern (Iquitos) regions. In the northern region. (Piura), a
normal school has been established for 750 students.
In addition, the Office of Educational Planning had under study

in 1963 a 10-year plan to eliminate the present teacher shortage.
Under this plan 27,000 teachers for the elementary schools of the
nation are to be trained. A teacher-training section is to be established in the colegios, comprising a 3-year normal school program
for students who have completed the first cycle of the regular secondary school program. This plan is designed to expedite the training of additional teachers for the elementary schools.
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Peruvian universities are ,further faced with such problems as
,)art-time students and part-time professors, poor physical facilities
:Hid maintenance, student participation in the political arena, lack
.4 financial resources, and the enforcement of the 1960 New Uni%vrsity Law. It may be noted, as a result of the enforcement of
,.o-gobierno under the 1960 law that the Faculty of Medicine of
the University of San Marcos resigned in a body and set up a new,
(privately supported independent medical school in Lima, known

as the Escuela de Medicines "Gayetano Heredia" (Gayetano Heredia
Medical School). This institution, renamed in 1961 as the V niversidad Perucona de Cienoiae Medical; yBiologicas (Peruvian University -of Medical and Biological Sciences), is headed by the for-

mer director of the School of Medicine of San Marcos, thus depriving the university of its qualified staff in the field.
With regard to faculty staffing, it is estimated that only 20 percent of the instructional staff in Peruvian universities is on a fulltime basis. However, a gradual transition from part-time to fulltime professors is taking place in various Universities. Today, the

medical schools of the Universities of Arequipa and of Trujillo
are almost entirely staffed with full-time professors.

Improvement and expansion in the area of higher education is
also indicated in the rowing diversity of offerings within the uni-

versity faculties and institutes, and in the establishment of new
universities, which is increasing opportunities for higher education
in the provinces. The recent trend in the establishment of new
universities also suggests a desire toward the decentralization of
higher education in Peru, making it more accessible to more
students.
41

International Cooperative Assistance
Assistance to the development of Peruvian education has been.
given by the U.S. Government since the early days of the Republic.

American educators, at the invitation of the Ministry of Education, have gone at various times to Peru as advisers in the modernization of prima& and normal education.
In more recent years, the U.S. Government, through various universities and private organizations, is contributing to the national
economic, social, and educational development of Peru.
In 1954, the University of North Carolina assisted the National

School of Engineering to further Peruvian textile education and
to help Peru achieve an annual increase in agricultural production.
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In 1955, the University of New Hampshire began a c perativ
program to strengthen and modernize instruction in the epartmat
of Chemistry of the University of San Marcos. A complete
laboratory was installed and three faculty members have receivel
training in the United States.
Although some fundamental skills, such as accounting, office
organization and management, sales and advertising, were taught
at the Institute of Human Relations (now the School of Business
Administration) of the University of San Marcos, no formal uni
versity training or any systematic research in the field of public
administration was offered in Peru prior to 1959. In that year, as
a first step in the establishment of a graduate school of business
admiaistrictirtn, Stanford University, in cooperation with the Pe
ruvian Management Association, conducted a seminar on the concepts and principles of management.

In April 1964, the Escuela de Administracitin Para Graduados
(School of Business Administration for Graduate Students) at the
University of San Marcos officially opened. It is now instructing
its first class. The faculty is drawn entirely from the Stanford
Graduate School of Business. Peruvian instructors will be trained
and control of the school turned over to Peru in a 5-year period.
The school is a separate entity, but will not grant degrees. Graduates
will receive their degrees from the university in which they performed their undergraduate work. The major universities in Peru
have already subscribed to this system.

In 1960, the North Carolina State College of Agriculture and
Engineering assisted the National Engineering University in the
establishment of a department of textile engineering to train textile
engineers for the Peruvian textile indust Ty.

In 1963, the University of Agriculture received a grant from the
Ford Foundation to be used for research and teaching programs in
agricultural economics and rural sociology. Visiting professors from
North Carolina State College will coordinate the program and help
organize the departments of instruction, research, and extension
programs. Students will be selected for advanced training'in the
United States.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture and the National Institutes
of Health, and the Rockefeller and Kellogg Foundations have provided substantial donation's to Peruvian universities for research
purpose. A most promising research program is being carried out
by the new Faculty of Veterinary Medicine of San Marcos University and the Tropical Altitude Veterinary Research Institute,
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s:ipported by the United Stites and the United Nations Special
fund.

.*,

Educational Centers and Services
Cosponsored by the Government of Peru and by various United
states and international organizations, the following centers and
services help in the development of education in Peril:
.Vm.tcanber;coilo di, Perri (North American-Peruvian
Committee), organized in 1961 by a group of the U.S. business
community in Lima, grants scholarships for labor leaders and
assists in U.S. Information Service (USIS) projects.
Insitituto Cultural Peruano Norteamerkano (Peruvian-North
American Cultural Institute) in Lima and its counterparts in other
cities in Peru offer noncredit courses as well as intensive courses in

English and Spanish for Peruvians and American students and
adults. It provides a 12-week course for Peruvian teachers of Eng-

lish upon completion of which the Ministry of Public Education
grants the candidate a diploma and certifies him as a qualified
teacher in English. In addition, the institute offers cultural and
recreational activities, including library services.
Institute de Accion Social (Institute of Social Action) was organized in 1961 by a group of business men in Lima to carry out
social development projects, including TV literacy campaigns and
the establishment of "teleschools" in Lima. It is also helping in
the development of one of Lima's large slum areas, San Cosme.
Institute Interamericano de Plancemiento Urbane y Rural (In-

ter-american Institute 'of Urban and Rural Planning), formerly
Institute de Planeamiento de Lima de la Unimersidad Nacional de
1 tigeltieria (Lima Institute of Planning of the National University
of Engineering) founded in 1960, started functioning in 1962 under
the joint,sponsorship of the Organization of American States and

the Government of Peru to train students and technicians in the
field of urban and regional planning. Applicants for admission
must be holders of the title (# architect, civil, agricultural or sanitary engineer; doctor of economics or law ; or have a degree in a
field related with planning. Foreign students are admitted on the
same basis as Peruvian students.

Institute Peruano de Foment° Educative (Peruvian Institute of
Educational Development) was founded in 1961 to provide oppor-

tunities for foreign study to Peruvian students, promising tech-
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nicians, and administrators. It is directed by a board of Peruvii:n
professional men and financed by foreign mining corporations in
Peru.
Ingtituto Peruano de Reforma Agraria y ColonizaciOn (Peruvian
Institute 'of Agrarian Reform and Colonization), created in 1960
to cooperate with other Government agencies in the planning and
supervision of the Peruvian agrarian reform. The institute, ;n
cooperation with the University of Iowa and Iowa State University
of Science and Technology, was planning in 1963 a nationwide pro-

gram of agrarian reform, especially for southern Peru. The projects call for technical and finapcial assistance to the program of
agrarian reform and development. The two universities will provide technicians to serve as advisers and consultants in such fields
as agricultural economics, agricultural credit.
Servicio Cooperativo Perwzno-Norteamerkano de Educacion-SECP ANE (Peruvian-North American Cooperative Educat ion Service), organized in 1944, was designed for the improvement of elementary, vocational and teacher education in the urban and rural
areas through the establishment of schools and demonstration cen-

ters, and the implementation of techniques and organizational
methods. SECPANE's responsibilities were absorbed by the Ministry of Education in 1962, and all U.S. assistance to civilian
education (other than universities) goes to the Ministry.
The Escuela Normal Superior de Chosica and the Douala Normal.Superior Mixta Urabamba (discussed under the teacher education section) were built under the Servicio.
jo Industrial
Servicio Nacional de A prendizaje y

SENATI (National Service of Apprenticeship and Industrial
Training) was initiated in 1962 to provide training for Peruvian
youth and young adults for trades and industry. Literacy programs are also included. The service is supported by a 1-percent
tax on the total monthly payrolls of combined Peruvian industries.

As the industries grow in size and scope, the amount of money
derived from the tax will increase, thus expanding the program.

Glossary
English

Spanish

Social worker
Aide, assistant
Nurse aide
In I'eru, The bachelor's degree represents (2 to 5 years of university
study)
Librarian

Asistent social
luziliar
en f timer°
Itnehillerato

Bildiotecario
refl i.licado

ontipclencia

.

dc edtacidn sccundaria
-de primma calegorta _
de sepiolite catcgoria
Ciclo

de especializacidn
Closes de transicidn
Co- gobierno

de educandas
_

unirersitaria

Educacidn

de adultos
-normal
Eseuela

de cicerone!
-

de primer grado
de

First class teaching certificate
Se.cond class teaching certificate
e
Basle cycle
Specialization cycle
Transition claSses
Co-government or the participation

of students In university affairs

Colegio

Consejo

Cert Iticate
Certificate of rompetence
Secondary school cert i flea te

segundo grado

- -flacelizada

tipo mininto
-nocturne _
--particular
--pritnaria complete
--primaria incomplete
aeccional
unidocente

--vespertine
1 Pertaining to the wieleos.

Secondary School
Secondab* school for girls
Council
Universill Council

Educatlotr

Adult edcation
Family living
Teacher- trninlug
School, schoolhouse
School for tourist guides
"First Grade" or Incomplete
elementary school
"Second Grade" or complete
elementary school
State supervised school
One-teacher school
Evening school

Private
Complete primary school
Incomplete primary school
Sectional school
One-teacher school
Evening school
61
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Spanish
Grado

Grandes unidades escolares
Inrestigaciem
Maestro

intilulado

normal
Maio

Normalista
NUcleos escolares

Patronatos escolares
Pedagogia
Pre-escolar

Projesor
Rector
Reprobado
Revalidacidn

Servicio social
Sobresalicnte
Tdcnico

agropccuario

en contercio

de minas
Titulo

2 Generally a teacher In an elementary school.
Similar to U.S. parent-teacher's associations.
Generally a secondary school teacher.

English
Grade, year or class; degree
Large school centers
Research
Teacher 2
Unlicensed teacher
Elementary or normal school
teacher

1

Poor [on a school examination]
Normal school teacher
Community center schools
School patronage
Pedagogy, education
Preschool
Teacher 4
University president

Failure [on a school examination]
Revalidation or the granting of
official recognition
Social service
Excellent [on a school examination)
Technician
Agricultural technician
Business technician
Mining technician
Industrial technician

Title; license
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APPENDIX TABLES
Table A.Selected data on the principal universities of Peru: 1960
University
Pontificia Unlversidad Cot Mica de Peril
(Pontifical Catholic Cols crsIty of

Location

Lima

Hate
founded
2 1917

Control

Private__

Enrollment I
4,000

Petit,.

Universidad Agrarin 3

La Molina__
(University of Agriculture).
Universidall Nacional de Ingenlerfa 4.... 1.1111a-------

(National University of Engineering).
Citiersidati Nacional de San Agustin
de Arequipa.
Arequipa___
(National University of San Agustin
of Arequipa).
Universidnd Nacional de San Antonio Cuzco
Ahall del C1171'0.
(National University of San Antonio

Abad of Cuzco).
UnivetsIdad Nacional de San Chat ()hal
de Hunmanga,
University of San Cris16ba1

1902

State

800

1866

____do

4,000

a 1825

_do

3,000

6159S

3,0011

Ayacucho__

1677

of Huamangs).
l'niverskind Nacional de Trull llo
Trujillo
(National University of Trujillo).
Universidad Nacional, Mayor de San Limn___.___

1824

_do

6,000

1551

----do

14,00C

Ma rcos.

State

400

(National University of San Marcos).
1 Estimated.
2 Acquired university status in 1919.

3 Formerly Eseuela vie Agricuttura (School of Agriculture) ; acquired university status
In Hifi°.
4 Formerly Excuela de Ingcrarros (School of Engineers) ; acquired university Rintila in
1955.

I Became a university in 1828.
6 ornelnlly inaugurated In 1606.

7 Also known as the Regional University of A.)aeticho ; functioned from 1704 -1806 .

reopened in 1059.
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Table B.Peruvian universities recently founded or
in the process of organization: 1960-63
4

University

Location

Universidad Agraria de In Selva
(Agrarian University of La Se Iva).
I ini versidnd, Comercial

(Commercial University).
Universidad de Lima
(University of Lima).
Universidad de Santa Maria -

-- ----

--

( S a i n t Mary's University ).

Universidad del Pacifico
(Pacific University).
Universidad Femnenina "Sngrad.o ('ara7M"
(Sacred Heart Women's University).
Fniversidad Nacional de Lamhayeque
(National University of Lambayeque).
Universidad Nacional de Snn Carlos
1San Carlos National University).
UniversIdad Nacional de In Amazonia Peruana___
(National University of the Peruvian Amazon).
Universidad Nate
del Centro del Peril'
(National 17
.rsity of the Center of Peru).

Tingo Maria__ __

1963

Huanca yo

1960

Lima

1962

Arequipa

1962

Lima

1962

_do

1962

Chiclayo

1962
1961

Iquitos

1961

Huaneayo___

1961

Universidnd Nacional San Luis Conzaga 2
Ica
(St. Luis Conzagn National University).
Universidad Particular de "San Martin de Porres". Lima

(Snn Martin de Porres Private University).
rniversidad Pertain() de Clencins M6dicas y Biologicas J.

Year
rounded

_do

1961

1962
1961

(Peruvian University of Medical and Biological

Sciences).
Universidad Wenica ale CalnIllaren

(Technical Vniversit of Cajamarca ).

Universidad Ti.ctilen Ile Plum
(Technical University of Plura).
Univer sidad T(111(ii del Altiplano+ _
(Technical University of the Altiplano).

_

Cajamarca

1962

Plum

1961

Puno

1961

1 Formerly known as L.ntrershiad Comunal del Centro del Peru.
2 Being organized as a 4 -year liberal arts college with studies lending to a bachelor
of arts degree.
Formerly knowl nn Encticla tic Medicina dayetano Heredia (Clayetano lleredla Medical School). For theta
thetallwKee part III. page 47.
s Known also as University of l'uno.

Catfilica

Eductichin (Education)

Ingenieria (Engineering)
Letras (Letters) 4
Teo logf.t (The9logy)

Escue la (le Artes Plasticas (School of

Escuela de Pedagogia-- pare ,Varones
(School of Education for-Men).

Do

Do
Do

Do

Do

Do

Plastic Arts).

Dereclio y Ciencias Po Micas (Law
and Political Sciences).

Arts).
Profesor de Primera Ensefianza (Elementary
School Teacher).

Profesor tie Belles Artes (Teacher of Fine

Artiste Plastic° (Plastic Arts Artist )

ogy).

Licenciado en Teologla (Licentiate, in Theol-

Bachiller en Teologfa (Bachelor of Theology )__
Doctor en Teologfa (Doctor of Theology) __

Ingeniero Civil (Civil Engineer)
Bachiller en Letrus (Bachelor of Letters)
Doctor en Letras 5 (Doctor of Letters)
Pstc6logo (Psychologist)

School Teacher) .3

Ingenlero Comercial (Comercial Engineer)---Abogado (Lawyeiz)
Ilachiller en Derecho y Ciencias Politicas
(Bachelor of Law and Political Sciences).
Doctor en Derecho (Doctor of Law)
Doctor en Education (Doctor of Education )___
Professor de Segunda Enseflanza (Secondary

Contador Ptiblico (Public Accountant )
Economista (Economist)

Ciencias con Omit:as y Comerciales
(Econotuic and Commercial Sciences).

Ingeniero AgrOnomo (Agricultural Engineer)-

Degree or title

Agronomia (Agriculture)

Faculty, school or institute

Do

Do

del Peril (Pontificial Catholic
University of Peru).

Pontificia Universidad

University

Table C.Degrees or tides awarded by the universities and number of years of study required for each:
by university and faculty
( Indicates not given In source]

3

6

6

4

5

2

5
2
5
6

25

11
11

5

12

5

6

5

5

Number
of years
of study

Economia y Clem' Ina Sociales (Economics and Social Sciences).
Ingenleria Agricola

Zootknica (Zootechnics)

Do

Do

Do,

See footnotes' at and of table.

Ciencias (Sciences)

Institute de Estudios Sociales (Institute of Social Studies).
Institute Femenino de Estudios Superiores (Women's Institute of Higher Studies).
Agronomla (Agriculture)

0

Escuela de Servicio Social (School of
Social Work).

Women) .

Escuela Normal Urbanapara damaa (Urban Normal School for

Zootechnical

Engineer)'

5
5

5

5

5
5

5

5

5

Bachiller en Agronomia 7 8 (Bachelor of Agri-

culture).
Ingenlero Agrdnomoi (Agricultural Engineer).
Certificado de Especializacion (Certificate of
Specialization),
Bachiller (Bachelor) 10
Ingeniero (Engineer)? to
Bachiller (Bachelor) 7 9
Ingeniero Agrdnomo7 LI (Agricultural Engineer) .
Bachiller en Ingenleria (Bacheor of Engineering)?
Ingeniero Agricola 7 18 (Agricultural Engineer).
Bachiller (Bachelor)7
Ingenlero Agrenomo Zootecnista (Agricultural

3

5
5
3

Decoradora (Decorator)
Secretarla (Secretary)

SociOlogo (Sociologist)e

Experto en Sociologia 6 (Expert in Sociology).

5

4

Educadora Familiar (Teacher of Family Living).

Doctor en Soclologia (Doctor of Sociology) ____

4

8

2

3

Asistente Social (Social Worker)

Publican (Certificate of Competence in Public Relations). \
Normalista Urbana (Elementary School
Teacher).

Escuela de Periodismo (School of Periodista (Journalist)
Journalism).
Certificado de Capacitacion en Relacionea

Do

Universidad Agrarla (University
of Agriculture).

Do_

Do

Do

Do

),0

University

Do

I)0

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

I)o

Do

Engineering).

nieria (National University of

Unlversidad Nacional de Inge-

.

Fisicas

y

Matematicas

( Lima Planning Institute. I1"

.

of Structures).
Institute de Planeamiento tie

T.111111

Escuela Technolt546a 11 ( School of
TPCilnology I.
Institute de Estructuras IT ( institute

Escuela de Economia Aplicada
(School of Applied Economics).

gineering).
Mecanica y Electricidad (Mechanics
and Electricity ).

Engineering).
Ingenieria Industrial (Industrial Engineering).
Ingenieria Sanitaria (Sanitary En-

Ingenieria de Minas (Mining Engineering).
Ingenieria de Petro leo (Petroleum

Pfl,,S

(Physical and Mathematical SCIIngenieria Civil (Civil Engineering).

Ciencias

Arquitectura (Architecture)

Faculty, school or Institute

ning).

"Magister" de Planeamiento Urbane y Regional (Master in Urban and Rural Plan

Tecni(;) (Technician) ) is

Ingeniero (Engineer)"

Ingeniero (Engineer )34
Bachiller (Bachelor) 14
Ingeniero (Engineer) 14
Becht Her (Bachelor)14
Ingenlero (Engineer) 14
Bachiller (Bachelor )14
Ingeniero (Engineer) 14
Bachiller (Bachelor) 14
Doctor (Doctor) 14

Bachiller (Bactielnril4
Ingeniero Civil (Civil Engineer)
Bachiller (Bachelor)14
Ingeniero (Engineer)"
Bachiller ( Bachelor)"

Ingeniero (Engineer)"

Bachiller (Bachelor)14

Arquitecto (Architect)
Bachiller (Bachelor)14

Degree or title

Table CDegrees or titles awarded by the universities and number of years of study required for each:
by university
and facultyContinued
( indicate. nOt given In source]

172

4

5

4

5

4

54

5

4
5
4

5

4

5

4

4

5

Number
of years
of study

ci

X

0

p.

ri

to

ot)

..,

Bee footnotes at end of table.

Do

Do

Do

Do

tional University of San Agustin de Arequipa.

Bachl ller ( Bachelor ) 21 22

I,etras (I,etters)34

Educacion ('Education

Teacher).
Profesor de Segunda Ensefianza (Secondary
School Teacher)." 23
Bachiller ( Bachelor )21 22
Bachiller en Historias y Arqueologia (Bachelor of History and Archaeology).
Doctor (Doctor)" 26
Doctor en Historias y Arqueologia (Doctor of
History and Archaeology )
Geografo (Geographer)"
Profesor de Arqueologia" (Professor of
Archaeology).
Socielogo (Sociologist)"

Doctor (Doctor)"
Bachiller ( Bachelor ):'"
Doctor en Ciencias de la Educacion (Doctor of
Educational Sciences).
Maestro l'rimario (Elementary School

Bachiller en Ciencas BiolOgicas (Bachelor of
Biological Sciences).
Bachiller en Clenclas Geolo6gicas (Bachelor
of Geological Sciences).
Bielogo (Biologist)"
Doctor en Ciencins Illologicas (Doctor of Biological Sciences)."
Doctor of Clencias Geologicas (Doctor of Geological Sciences)."
Ingeniero Ge6logo 22 (Geological Engineer)
Quirnico Industrial (Industrial Chemist)
Cienclas EconOmicas y Comerciales Bachiller (Bachelor)21
(Economic and Comercial Sci- Contador Publico (Public Accountant)
Doctor (Doctor)'
ences).
Economista (Economist)
Abogado (Lawyer)"
I)erecho (Law)

tute of Iron and Lead).
Institute Teitil 12 (Institute of Textile).

Institute del Illerro y Aearo ie ( Insti-

Unlversidad Nacional de San Clencias (Sciences)"
Agustin de Arequipa (Na-

Do

Do

5

5

5

5
5

4

5

5

8

"1
5
"1

7

7

5
231
5

4

5

6

6

4
4

4

sat

Do

Do

del Cuzco).

tonio Abad del Cuzco (National University of San Abad

Ciencias Qufmicas
ences).

ences).

(Chemical Sci-

Ciencias Econdmicas y Comerciales
(Economic and Commercial Sci-

Ciencias (Sciences)

Medicina (Medicine)21

Faculty, school or institute

Bachiller en Ingenleria Quimica (Bachelor of
Chemical Eugineeling).
Bachiller en Quimica Industrial (Bachelor of
Industrial Chemistry).
Ingeniero Industrial Quimico (Chemical Industrial Engineer).
Perito Qufmleo (Expert Cherni.t)

Economic Sciences).
Economista4 Economist )

Bachiller en Ciencias Econdmicas (Bachelor
of Economic Sciences).
Contndor Public (Public Accountant)
Doctor en Ciencias Econetnicas (Doctor of

Ingeniero Agronomo (Agricultural Engineer)
Ingeniero Civil (Civil Engineer)
Perito Agrimensor (Expert Surveyor)
Perito Electricista (Expert Electrician)
Bachiller en Ciencias Comerclales (Bachelor
of Commercial Sciences).

logical Sciences).18

Doctor en Ciencias BiolOgicas (Doctor of Bio-

BiOlogo (Biologist) 28

Civil Engineering).

Bachiller en Ingenieria Civil (Bachelor of

Degree or title

Medico CiruJitno (Physician Surgeon)
Bachiller en Agronomla (Bacheller-ve-nronorny).
Bachiller en Ciencias Biologicas (Bachelor of
Biological Sciences).

[ indicates not given in source]

by university and facultyContinued

or tides awarded by the universities and number of years of study required for each

Universidad Nacional de San An-

Do

CfDegrees

University

Table

5

5

5

4

4

4

5

4
4

0

8

Number
of years
of study

0

el

Bee footnotes at end of table.

Do

Huamanga) M .

tobal de Iluamatign (National
University of San Cristobal of

Universidad Nacional de San Cris-

Enfermero-Obstetriz (Nurse-Obstetrician)
Ingen lero ( Engineer 1"

Doctor en Enfermeria y Ohstetricia (Doctor
of Nursing and Obstetrics).

Specialization ).N
Doctor en Clenclas Bloltiglcas (Doctor of Biological Sciences) .38

Bidlogo (Biologist)
Certificado de Especializacion (Certificate in

Bachiller (Bachelor) 35 38

Auxiliar (Assistant)3534

ary School Teacher).

Maestro de Educacion Secundaria (Second-

Bachiller en Ciencias AntropolOgicas (Bachelor of Anthropological Sciences).
Bachiller en Servicio Social (Bachelor of Social Work).".
Doctor en Clenclas Antropoldgicas (Doctor of
Anthropological Sciences)."
Doctor en Clenclas de In Educacion (Doctor of
Educational Sciences).
Master° de Educacidn Primaria (Elementary
School Teacher).

Departamento de Letras (Depart- Auxiliar (Assistant)35 26
ment of Letters).
Asistente Social 88 (Social Worker)
Bachiller (Bachelor)" 36

Departamento de Clenclas (Department of Sciences).

Educational Sciences).

Bachiller (Bachelor)"
Doctor (Doctor)"

- Ar'

Letras (Letters)

Do

Profesor de Enseflanza Comercial (Teacher of
Comercial Education).
Profesor de Ensefianza Primaria (Elementary
School Teacher).
17ofesor de EnseOanza Secundaria (Secondary School Teacher).30
Doctor en Clencias de la Educacien (Doctor of

EducaciOn (Education)

Abogado ( Lawyer )v'
Bachiller en Derecho 28 (Bachelor of Law)
Doctor en Dereeho (Doctor of Law)

Do

.

Derecho ( La w )

Do

5

4

3
4

4

5
5
3

1

81

5

3

1

311

33

ml

212
8
3
5

2

"1

29

m4

2

ALD

CD

g

ro

t4

Farmacia y Bioquimica (Pharmacy
Ingenierfa Quimica (Chemical Engineering).
lAras y Education 42 ( Letters and
Education).

Do

Do

Do

Medicina (Medicine)

and Biochemistry).

1

Bachiller en Medicina 44 (Bachelor in Medicine).
Doctor en Medicina (Doctor of Medicine)
Especialista (Specialist)
ciriljam.." (pi ., SI. ian rui u _

ary School Teacher)46 47

Bachiller en Ilumanidades (Bachelor in Humanities'.
Doctor en EducaciOn (Doctor of Education)._
Normalista Urban() ( Urban Normal School
'Feacher ).
Profesor de EducaciOn Secunthiria (Second-

ell t UM .

Ingeniero QuIt»ico (Chemical Engineer)
Bachiller en Educ-ticion 46 (Bachelor of Edit-

Chemist I.

Doctor en Derecho (Doctor of Law)
Bachiller (Ilachelor)""
rmacutico
( Pharmaceutical
Quimico

Do

NV )

At)ogado ( Lawyer )46
Bachiller en Derecho 46 ( Bachelor of Law) _

(

I terecho

Do

Do___

Contador Public° 46 (Public Accountant)
Doctor (Doctor)44
(termite de Negoelos (Business Manager) ___

Bachiller (Bachelor)43

Degree or title

Bach iller (Bachelor)" 46

Clencias (Sciences) 41

Faculty, school or institute

Cienclas F:condrnicus y Comerciaies
(Economic and Commercial Sciences).

jillo).

(National University of Tru-

Universidad Nacional de Trujillo

University

[ indicates not given in source]

by university and facultyContinued
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47 8

5

3

47 1

41 2

5

5

5

5

47 1

7

7

47 1

5
5

4

Number
of years
of study

0

d

1316 logo (Biologist)"
Doctor (Doctor 1" 51
Ingeniero Gedlogo 51 (Geological Engineer)

Bachiller (Bachelor

Bee footnotes on p. 68.

Qufmica (Chemistry)

Do

Medicina Veterinaria
Medicine).

Odontologia (Dentistry)

Medicina (Medicine)

Do

Do

Bachiller (Bachelor) 51 52
Medico Veterinario 51 (Veterinarian)

Letra...s (Letters)

Do__

(Veterinary

Periodista (Journalist)
Bachlller en NIedicina51 (Bachelor of Medi-

Farmacia y Bioqufmica (Pharmacy
and Biochemistry).

Do

(Pharmaceutical

Bachiller (Bachelor )51 52
Ingeniero Quimico (Chemical Engineer)
Quimico 61 (Chemist)

Bachiller (Bachelor)" 52
Cirujano Dentista (Surgeon - Dentist)

cine).
en Medicina (Doctor of Medicine)
Medico Cirujano 51 (Physician-Surgeon)

Quimico - Farmaceutico 51
Chemist).
Bachiller (Bachelor )57
Doctor ( Doctor ),4 58

Doctorb (Doctor) ) 53

Profesor de Education Secundaria (Secondary School Teacher)e4
Bachiller (Bachelor)" 54

Doctor ( Doctor') 52

Educacion (Education)

Do_

Abogado (Lawyer)"
Bachiller en Derecho y Ciencias Politicas
(Bachelor of Law and Political Sciences.)"
Doctor en Derecho y Ciencias Politicas (Doctor of Law and Political Sciences)."

Doctor (Doctor) )
Economista (Economist)51
Especialista 54 ( Specialist)

Derecho (Law)

ences).

Bachiller (Bachelor)" 52
(Economic and Commercial Sci- Contador Ptiblico 51 ( Public Accountant)

Ciencias EconOmicas y Comerciales

eiencias (Sciences)

Do__.

Do

Universidad Nacional Mayor de
San Marcos 49 (National University of San Marcos).

53

5

9
5
5
5
5
5

55 I.

4
9

4
51 1

6
ss 2
6

5

53 1

531

7
7

5
533

53 1

5

5

5
5
5

CO

d

ro

0
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22 Degrees granted simultaneously In the respective field In the Faculty concerned.

Faculty of Medicine.
21 In the field.

10 2-year preparatory program also prerequisite for admission to the

degrees.

Is For details see part III, Educational Centers and Services, p. 49.
19 Offers specialized courses for students in the Faculties of Indus
trial and of Meehan lent and Electrical Engineering, but does not grant

15 In process of reorganization
ta In construction ; engineering -- mining, electrical, or industrial
metallurgy.
17 Postgraduate study.

14 In the field.

cultural education : rural sociology.
12 In soil conservation : agricultural mechanics, planning and rural
public works irrigation and drainage ; agricultural technology.
13 In animal production or :little technology.

ology; ehetnistryagriculture or bromotology.
11 In rural administration agricultural or social economies agrl:

10 In botany or zoology : physics, mathematics and statistics : meteor-

9 in the geld.

7 The bachelor's degree Is awarded upon completion of the program,
and the title of engineering is granted upon the approval of the thesis.
In farming . entomology ; phytopathology ; pbytotechnics ; forestry
and pastures : horticulture and fruiliculture ; soil.

required.

4 Offers 2-year preparatory course prerequisite for admission to the
Faculty of Law and Political Sciences.
3 In ethnology. history. literature, philosophy. psychology.
For the titles of expert or sociologist, thesis and special project are

religion.

3 In accounting. commerce, history and geography, literature and
Spanish, mathematics, philosophy and chemistry, psy-cho-pedagogy

1 Postgraduate stidy : for abogado the bachtller is required ; for
doctor the abogado.
2 Including 1-year preparatory course.

:10 In chemistry. geology, metallurgy, mining, rural zootechnics.
40 In archaeology : ethnohlstory ; folklore; linguistics; physical anthropology ; social anthropology ; sociology. and social psychology.
41 The Faculty of Sciences offers 2-year premedical and 1-year courses

ogy : phytopathology ; zoology.

ecology : entomology : epidemology ; hydrobiology ; genetics : Pars:Rol-

r In farming, methods of farming. technological farming and applied mechanics: geology and mining exploitation. geophysics, petroleum and geology applied to public works and metallurgy ; industrial
chemistry, special chemical analysis, and special metallurgy.
as With specialization In bacteriology botany clinical laboratory :

faculty.

:0 Degrees granted simultaneously In the same field In the respective

social work,

33 With specialization in philosophy ; Spanish and literature.
34 In addition to the secondary school certificate, 1-year preparatory
course given at the university is required.
32 In anthropological or biological sciences : chemical sciences and
metallurgy: educational seir.m...s: Industrial chemistry and metallurgy;
mining and geology : rural nursing and obstetrics; scientific farming ;

32 In the field.

The 2 year premedical course is taken in the Faculty of Sciences.
ms Degrees granted simultaneously in the respective field in the Faculty concerned.
29 Includes 1-year preparatory course.
30 WIth specialization in history and geography : philosophy and
social sciences : sciencesbiological. physical-chemical. mathematical:
Spanish literature.
ti Postgraduate study.

32 In Spanish, literature and philosophy ; sciences biochemical, physical mathematical ; history, geography and social sciences.
29 In social science ; geography ; philosophy ; literature.

Studies), also prerequisite for law and education.

13 Postgraduate study.
m Offers 2-year preparatory course called Stadium Generate (General

rn

00

In the field.

Degrees granted simultaneously in the respective field in the Faculty

humanities, and 2-3 ea r prelaw.

try, or predentistry. Faculty of Letters-1 year in preeducation for

Postgraduate study.
With specialization in Spanish and literature ; sciencesbiological,
physical-chemical, mathematical ; philosophy and social sciences ; history and geography.
40 University preparatory courses for certain programs offered in :
Faculty of Sciences-2-year programs in preeducation for sciences, and
premedical; 1-year In prepharmacy, preveterinary medicine, prechemis-

47
48

concerned.

48

economics.

46 With specialization in business administration ; accounting; and

44

Hussanidades for admission to law, education of letters.
43 In sciencesbiological ; physical-mathematical ; physical-chemical.

'C The Faculty of Letters and Education offers the Bachiller en

tinent programs.

In prepharmacy, predentistry and prey eterioar3, prerequisites for per
In the seitlicvs
I, -a l

,p-

*u.s.

PRINTING OPPICI, 1944

736-682

Source of data : Translated and adapted from Pan American Union,
Carreras Universilarias, volume III, 1962. P. 44-56.

raphy ; English.
57 In art ; ethnology and archeology ; philology and linguistics; philosophy ; geography ; history ; literature : psychology.
58 Doctor of psychology, 2 additional years.

58 In Spanish and literature ; sciencesbiological, physical-chemical,
or mathematical ; philosophy and social sciences ; history and geog-

law.

s5 With specialization in penal sciences ; political sciences: private

relations ; public relations and communications.

54 In industrial engineering and management ; personnel and labor

53 Postgraduate study.

82 In the field.

51 Degrees granted simultaneously in the respective field in the Faculty concerned.

'mattes.

